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The Chinese language newspaper in Hong Kong is criticised by some
people for their .unsatisfactory performance. It is said that the
present Chinese press is in general of relatively low professional
standard('professional' in a loose sense). The problem of profession-
alization with special reference to the case of Hong Kong Chinese papers
is therefore the focus of this thesis.
Although the term 'professionalization' is frequently found in
the literature of journalism, most of the writers simply listed the
characteristics of a profession against'which' to r measure! the ..professional
standard or status of the newspaper of a country or to discuss the
newspaper occupation in general. In the author's opinion, it is more
important to locate the key components of a profession from which other
lower-order characteristics are derived and find out the relationships
among these components than simply to list out the characteristics.
It is because the former way helps reveal and unearth the roots of the
professionalization problem of an occupation. With this consideration
in mind, the thesis starts with a discussion of the main components of
a profession and their interrelationships. With this model, we investigate
to what extent the newspaper occupation has achieved professional status. As
kheHong Kong Chinese newspaper is our case for illustration, we shall begin
with investigating the situation of the local Chinese press. Should there
be areas where reality deviates from the ideal model and problems are
particularly found in the Hong Kong case, explanations will he sought
within the characteristics of Hong Kong society. However, if problems
are also shared by papers in other countries (even those countries
the newspaper industry of which is most advanced; such as, U.S. and
Britain), investigation has to be made of the occupational characteristics
of the newspaper. Perhaps it is these characteristics that make
the occupation difficult to attain the same professional status as that
of the doctor and the lawyer. The objectives of the thesis are
therefore:
a) To investigate the problem of professionalization in the
case of Chinese language newspapers in Hong Kong.
b) With the illustration of the case of Hong Kong and sometimes
with the comparison or examples for other countries, to reveal
some of the characteristics inherent in the newspaper occupation
that may cause the occupation more difficulties in attaining
the status of a full-fledged profession.
c) To reflect the special soc_al, political and cultural characterist-
»
ics of Hong Kong society through the explanation of some
problems of professionalization particularly found in Hong
Kong.
1.2 Harrowing down the Scope of Study
Since the thesis aims at presenting a comprehensive picture of
the characteristics of the newspaper occupation, inevitably it has to
touch upon many aspects of the newspaper. With a view to narrowing down
the scope, we have- chosen the Chinese language newspaper, instead of
both English and Chinese papers, as the subject of study. And within the
newspaper occupation attention is concentrated on journalistic
activities; other aspectsr such as advertisement and printing are left
out. Furthermore, among the various journalistic activities— newsgathering,
newsprocessing and supervision,and management of editorial operations—
emphasis will be put on the newsgathering side( the reporter's work)
though references are occasionally made to other journalistic activities
as well. In the thesis, various terms have been used to avoid frequent
repetitions: the journalist, the reporter? news people, newsmen, newspaper
personnel. All of these refer to the journalists working in the newspaper,
especially those who are responsible for reportorial duty( column writers
are excluded in our study). Similarly, terms such as, the press, papers,
Chinese papers and so forth, all mean the newspaper or Chinese language
newspaper in Hong Kong.
1.3 Data Sources
As the study is mainly exploratory in nature, research strategies
for hypothesis-testing are little adopted. More important is the material
from literature (articles, books and journals) and documents (such as,
reports by other people, newspaper clippings and news magazines). To
have a deeper sense of the local Chinese press, the author has also
interviewed quite a number of people including reporters, teachers and
students of the department of Journalism, and people who have deep concern
for the performance of local Chinese papers. I am much indebted to Joseph
Man Chan, a graduate student of the Department of Journalism and
Communication (C.U.H.K.) who allowed me to use part of his survey data.
Mr. Chan's survey covered scae twenty large Chinese and English papers
4in Hong Kong (in this analysis, I have left out the data for English
papers). Questionnaires were distributed to the reporters of each
newspaper. Survey data of previous studies in Hong Kong as well as
those in other countries (mostly U.S.) are also used. It is hoped
that by assembling data from various sources, a comprehensive picture
about the problem of the newspaper's profess i onai izat ion can be
portrayed.
1.4 Limitations
in discussing the profess Tonal izat ion of the newspaper occupation,
previous studies used to concentrate on one or two aspects of the
problem. One or two independent variables were studied with reference
to their influence on the professionalization of the newspaper. Attempts
of this sort yield indepth analysis on one or two aspects but are unable
to reflect the nature of the newspaper occupation as a whole on the one
hand and fail to illustrate the relationships among different aspects on
the other. With a view to presenting an encompassing picture of the
problem of professionalization of the newspaper, this paper will discuss
several main aspects of the problem, using a professional model as the
point of departure. This approach covers a wide scope of study which,
together with the constraints of time and data (data from previous
researches and from field work), brings forth several limitations:
a. A professional model is put forward to interpret the reality of
the newspaper occupation. There will be a chapter introducing the
components of a profession and illustrating the relator-ships among these
components as well. Some may question if this model of profession is
suitable for discussing the nature of the newspaper occupation which
has some special characteristics. Discussion of this problem may
itself constitutes another thesis topic as there will be numerous debatable
areas. But the primary purpose of this thesis is to generate ideas or
hypotheses with the professional model; too much discussion on the validity
of the model itself may shift our focus of study. The author therefore
assumes the validity of the professional model and directly proceeds to
the interpretat ion of the reality of the newspaper occupation with this
model.
2. As the thesis aims at reflecting the nature of the newspaper
occupation as a whole, its scope of study inevitably covers many aspects.
As a result, discussion paid to each aspect is comparatively brief.
If it had chosen a narrower topic instead(concentrating the discussion
on one or two aspects), richer data could have been collected. More
comparisons could have been made; comparisons among the newspapers in
various countries and comparisons among different newspapers here in
Hong Kong (party papers, popular papers, papers emphasising sex and
racing and papers with established status because of their long tradition).
More comparisons would have made the paper more analytical and its arguments
more substantial. Unfortunately, for the sake of our purpose of study,
a wider topic has been chosen. Consequently, discussion and comparisons
under each professional component are sometimes insufficient which
make the paper appear descriptive and loose in structure.
3. In the presentation of data or arguments, the sources are sometimes
not well indicated. Some vague phrases,such as it is said,some say
that and many people think, are used. It is because some of the data
were obtained through interviews with some people who are familiar with
the newspaper occupation. The ideas are based on their personal observations.
Some of these respondents asked the author not to reveal their identities.
As a result, some of the data sources are not well indicated,
4. In explaining a phenomenon, several factors are sometimes listed.
However, the relative importance of the factors and the relationships
among them are unknown sometimes. Multivariate analysis cannot be
conducted as the data are not from quantitative survey researches.
Consequently, the explanations appear somewhat loose in structure.
Because of the wide scope and the constraints of time and data
available, the limitations mentioned above are difficult to avoid.
Nevertheless, the author insists on working on the topic because
it is thought that through the investigation of the newspaper occupation
as a whole, some hidden problems may be revealed and these problems
may not be readily seen if discussion concentrates on one or two
aspects only. The readers are therefore reminded that the present study
is largely exploratory. aiming at the generation of ideas the validity
of which is subject to empirical tests in future researches.
1 5 Organization of the Thesis
Following the Introduction, we shall introduce a model of profession
in which six components, in the author's opinion, are most important.
The components are stratified into three levels with their relationships
illustrated with arrows, T' is model will serve as a tool for investigation
of the professional status of the newspaper occupation. But before entering
the discussion of each of the components, CHAPTER TWO provides some
basic information about the local Chinese press. With the model of
profession and the background knowledge in hand, it then proceeds to the
discussion of the newspaper occupation under each professional component:
FULFILMENT OF IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS, A BASIC BODY OF-ABSTRACT KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS, AUTONOMY, SERVICE IDEAL AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY, AND
SOCIAL REWARDS. For each component, it will primarily discuss the case
of Hong Kong Chinese language newspaper, with examples of other countries
added whenever appropriate. Explanations will be sought to explain the
problem of professionalization, either within the characteristics of
Hong Kong society or in the occupational characteristics of the
newspaper. Following it will be a SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION, with some
concluding remarks and another model illustrating the problem of
professionalization of the newspaper occupation.
CHAPTER TWO
A MODEL OP PROFESSION
The term 'professionalization' is commonly found in the
literature of Journalism. However, just what the essential components
of a profession are and how these components relate to one another are
seldom discussed. Some seemingly equate 'professionalization'
with performance-betterment. If 'professionalization' means 'performance-
betterment', many occupations in modern society are in the process
of professionalization. As differentiation and specialization proceeds,
knowledge and skills of most occupations become increasingly sophisticated.
The increase of skills and consequently the refinement of performance then
enable many anoccupation to rise to the prestigious status of a profession.
Defining professionalization in terms of increase of skills arid
betterment of performance is not totally meaningless and this definition
is actually shared by most laymen. Nevertheless, the requirements
set for a profession are so loose that they fail to differentiate some
highly prestigious professions such as lawyers and physicians from other
occupations which will continue to be viewed as qualitatively different
from the former no matter how high their levels rise» The writer
therefore adopts a much stricter set of requirements for 'profession',
intending to dist mguislthe characteristics of journalism as a profession
from the better-known i professions such as the law, the clergy and
medicine.
Analysis of some of the prominent professions, a number of
characteristics are commonly found:- high income, prestige and influence;
- high educational requirement and
a prolonged period of training;
- professional autonomy respected;
- presence of licensing;
- relatively high commitment of
members to the profession;
- members' willingness to stay in
the profession as a life-long
career:
- code of ethics formulated;
- cohesion of the professional
community;
- monopoly over a task;
The list can be extended to a considerable length by addition of
characteristics. More important, however, is to locate the most
essential components among the list rather than to exhaust all the
characteristics... The following is a tentative model summarised and
adapted from William J. Goode's work The model consists of six main
components with arrows indicating their relationships:
fig. 1: The Main Components of a Profession
and their Relationships
1st order IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS
TO BE FULFILLED















The model is not directly copied from Goode's work. It is the
author's opinion that these six components are especially important for
qualifying an occupation as a profession. Furthermore, it is thought
that to stratify the components into three orders helps illustrate the
priority among them.
'Fulfillment of Important Functions' is placed at the first
order. It is because even if an occupation involves a basic body of
abstract knowledge and ideals of service, its prestigious status will
be questioned if the society does not believe that the occupation
contributes important functions. This component, nevertheless, entails
the difficulty of how to evaluate how much an occupation contributes.
There is no commonly agreed kind of calculus of functionality which
enables us to add and subtract long and short range consequences, with
their mixed qualities, and arrive at some conclusive judgement. The
judgements are largely intuitive. The difficulty can be somewhat evaded
if it is assumed that what is crucial is how the society perceives
instead of how much in fact the occupation contributes.
Given that an occupation fulfills important and indispensable
functions, it may not be honoured as a profession if ordinary people,
without much training, can perform that occupation satisfactorily. It
is a matter of supply and demand. Though demand is keen, the price of
a commodity will not be high if the supply is over-abundant. 'A Basic
Body of Abstract Knowledge and Skills' is therefore essential. The
knowledge should be applicable, or thought to be applicable, to the
concrete problems of living and can actually solve them. Besides
applicability, the body of knowledge and skills should be neither too
concrete nor too abstract. If it is too concrete, the task can be
divided into processes of labour-division and taught to workers who
need not understand the whole body of knowledge, then the society is
not willing to pay relatively high social rewards to sustain the
professional status of this occupation. Nor is over-abstraction a
merit. The body of knowledge may be so abstract that the society
doubts if it can really help solve practical issues. Finally, the
amount of knowledge and skills and the difficulty of acquiring them
should be great enoughs Ofthat members of the society view the profession
as possessing a kind of mystery that is not acquirable by an ordinary
man through his own efforts or even with help.4 Below comes a vivid
description of how professional knowledge usually appears:
'there are things that we know but cannot tell': the
doctor's recognization of the characteristic appearance
of a disease, the taxonomist's recognization of the
specimen of a species these are like our everyday
recognization of the identity of a person, the mood
of a face; they are acts of understanding complex«
entities which we cannot fully report. Both experimental
evidence (on subliminal perception) and everyday
life (placing a physiognomy) confirm that we can know
how to discriminate a complex pattern of things without
being able to specify by what features we discriminate
it. 5
Professional knowledge is to some ectent tacit, and it is this charac¬
teristic that ffives the established nrnffiRsinns their- aurs nf mvs+.p-rv
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Parallel to the componentof ' A Body of Abstract Knowledgeand
Skills ' is another essentialrequirement- - - ' Service Ideal ' . The ideal
of service may be defined as the norm that the technical solutions which
the professionalarrives at should be based on the client ' s needs , not
necessarily the best material interest or needs of the professional
himself or , for that matter , those of the society . It is the practitioner
who decides upon the client ' s needs ( the occupationwill be classified
as less professionalif the client imposes his own Judgement. ) Besides ,
the profession sometimes demands real sacrifice from practitioners and
the professional should expose himself to threats and even dangers from
the larger society if he is to live up to the highest ideal of the
profession : the lawyer defending the unpopular client , the military
man sacrificing his life , the scientist persisting in expounding the
truth against the oppositionof laymen , and so on . Finally , even if
service ideal is present , the professionhas to gain the confidenceof
the society that the professionalsnot only accept these ideals but follow
there to some extent . 6
So far discussion surrounds the two componentsof abstract know -
ledge and service ideal at the second order . These two componentsare
in fact the key constituentswhich generate other characteristicsof a
profession . Among these derivatives , three characteristics, in the
author ' s opinion are of central importance: relatively high social
rewards , autonomyand control from the professionalcommunit. v .
Social rewards here include prestige , inccme and influence .
Because of their dedication to the service ideal and of their high level
of education , professionalsenjoy high prestige among other people in the
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society . Their income averages higher than that of other occupations
because their services are needed to fulfill some important , or thought
to be important , functions and such services are monopolizedby the
professionalssince no other people are qualified to perform the task .
Last but not least , with their expert knowledge, professionalshave
great influence , not only on their clients , but also on the legislative
body should the latter want . to draft ordinanceswhich are related to
7
the profession concerned .
Social rewards are extrinsic to the working process of a profession
Internally speaking , professionals enjoy another privilege which is a
luxury to most of the other occupations: ' Autonomy' . The componentof
autonomy also derives from the two componentsat the second order . It
is based on both the mastery of a knowledgefield and commitmentto the
ideal of service that autonomy is granted . An occupation cannot claim
independenceunless it can assert that no related occupation possesses
superior knowledge of its task and that interference from outside
unfavourablyaffects the carrying out of the task . Though possession
of superior knowledge makes people from outside not qualified to judge ,
the society is unwilling to grant autonomy unless the professionalsare
trustworthy . Without the component of service ideals , professionalsmay
take advantageof their autonomy , under the mystery of a body of abstract
knowledgeand skills , to feather their own nests members of the society
will then be in a precarioussituation . With this considerationin mind ,
the society is not willing to concede autonomy unless it is convinced
that the professionalsnot only accept the service ideal but also follow
it to some extent . 8
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To ensure that members of the profession follow the service
ideal , socializationand social control are needed . During the period
of training a code of professionalethics is taught to the potential
professionals. They are repeatedly reminded of the service ideal and
expected to incorporate these values into their character . Socialization ,
though important , is not totally reliable control is needed to ensure
that members of the profession do not violate these internalizedvalues .
Control cannot come from outside ' the profession because people without
the knowledgebackgroundare not competentto judge . The only way out
is that members of the professioncheck one another . To attain this
goal , a professional community establish s . The professional community
is responsible to license , to investigate the qualification of anybody
who wants to enter the professionso as to maintain the standard and
thus prestige of the profession . It also formulates a code of professional
ethics as a guideline and regulationsof service for the members .
Members ' performanceis judged with these criteria and they are
honoured or punished accordingly . Should a member seriously violate
the professionalethics , the communitymay expel him and this will most
likely deprive him of the chance of practising the profession again .
The power of the professionalcommunity may Ue legally recognized or
based on a high degree of social cohesion among members of the profession.
Thus far , the six main componentsof the model of a profession
have been introduced . ' Fulfilment of Important Functions ' is situated
at the first order , followedby . ' Serviceideal ' and ' A Basic Body of
Abstract Knowledgeand Skills ' . Both ' Autonomy' and ' Relativelyhigh
Social Rewards ' at the third order are generated from the componentsof
' Service Ideal ' and ' Abstract Knowledge' . And finally to check the
' Autonomy' , ' Control from ProfessionalCommunity' is needed . The
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model pictures a stricter definition of ' Profession' , meaning more
than the mere conceptionof ' performance- improvement' of laymen .
With this model at hand , it can project an ideal image of what
a fully professionalizednewspaper is . houl d the newspaper occup -
ation have the same professional status as those established profess -
ionals such as physicians, lawyers and clergymen, it will have a high
score for each of the six componentsmentioned above . The newspaper
occupation should fulfil very important social function and it is not
replaceable by other occupations . The newspaper journalists have
establisheda basic body of abstract body of knowledge and skills
which demand . along period of training and erenot readily acquired by an
ordinary person by his own effort . In addition , members of the newspaper
occupationaccept and follow a set of ethical codes , viewing the
occupationas a kind of service to the society . In case t hat the ideals
are endangered, members may have to expose tnemselvesto threats and even
dangers . Because of possessionof superior knowwledgeand a service ideal ,
journalists working in the newspaper enjoy high cbgree of autonomy in
performingtheir task : no matter it is newsg thering , news - writing or
news - publishing. To check the professionalnd ethical standard of the
members , there exists a highly cohesive journalists ' community which
controls the licensing of newspaper journalists , raising the general
standard of the occupation and investigating the performance of an individua
newspaper or newsmen . Should anybody violate the professionalcodes ,
the community can apply sanctionsto the violator and the sanction is
strong enough to haveI , deterrent effect on other journalists . And because
of their dedication to the service ideal , their high level of education
and their monopoly of superior knowledge which is necessary for fulfilling
important social functions newspaper journalists enjoy relatively higher
income, prestige and influence than people of other occupations.
How much the idealized picture of the newspaper occupation
corresponds to reality is the question we want to ask. Since this
thesis deals primarily with the Chinese language newspapers in Hong Kong,
it will investigate to what extent the local Chinese papers fit the
ideal picture of professionalization. On areas of incongruence,
explanations are to be sought. -Is incongruence- due to the
particular circumstances of Hong Kong or shared by newspapers of
other countries.? If the problem is not unique in Hong Kong and appears
in other countries, then investigation has to be made on the occupational
characteristics of the newspaper itself. Perhaps, owing to the special
characteristics of the newspaper occupation, the idealized professional
status parallel to those of physicians, lawyers and clergymen cannot
be attained.
Before entering the discussion of the professional situation of
the local Chinese language newspapers, it is worthwhile to have a brief
look at some backgroundinformation: the characteristics of the societv
of Hong Kong as regards its geographical, political, social and cultural
dimensions. These characteristics will be repeatedly mentioned in the
latter part of the thesis in explaining the particular features in
the scene of the Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong. A simple description
about the local Chinese newspapers then follows. It is better to give
the readers a comprea-wasive picture before discussing each of the six
professional components in detail.
CHAPTER THREE
SOME BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Before investigating the situation of Hong Kong with reference to
the six professional components, it is wortnwhile to have a briei
look at some background material which will be helpful for our lamer
discussion.
The background material introduced here consists of two parts:
general information about the local Chinese newspapers and some ot
the main characteristics of the Hong Kong society which have important
influence on the professionalization of the local Chinese press.
3.1 Some Information about the Chinese Language Newspapers in Hong Kongg»—•—aaMrrwj ii mwnwf i—nrwn—t —mi i —i3m—mmmmgmmmmmn mi ni»—inn—mm«ii i—
This part provides some basic information about the local
Chinese press. Description will start with some figures concerning
the local press and then switch to organizations established by local
journalists. Afterwards, a brief introduction to the legal aspect
of the newspaper is made. And the final part will be devoted to
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delineating the general profile of the local Chinese newspapers.
3.1.1 Readers;'ip and. Circulation
There are totally 97 newspapers registered in Hong Kong, a
remarkably high figure when compared with the cities of the developed
countries. Among these 97 newspapers, six English language and
63 Chinese language newspapers are published each day. About 30
copies of newspapers are printed for every 1,000 people in Hong Kong
and this is the second highest figure of newspaper readership in Asia,
while the world average is 102 to every 1,000 people. Among the 350
copies Chinese language newspapers have an overwhelming majority
since 9 Qf of the local copulation is Chinese.
3.1.2 Legal Aspects of the Local Newspapers
According to a report published by the International Press
10
Institute in 1977, Hong Kong ranks second only to Japan as the
area which enjoys the highest degree of press freedom in Asia.
Although there are some harsh ordinances set up to deal with the
press during emergency, most of them are seldom carried out. To
start a newspaper is easy from the legal point of view: the publisher
needs only to deposit HKi10,000, or provide two acceptable guarantors
11
to the government and pay an annual registration fee of HKS100.
A survey of the ordinances shows that Hong Kong newspapers
are hedged, directly or indirectly, with legalities and that, if
the law means every bit what it says and if the Governor in Council,
the courts and the police are to translate zealously the letter
and spirit of the ordinances and registration into action, Hong Kong's
newspapers would unqu.estionally be drastically affected. In
actuality, many a local Chinese language papers publish material on
sex, scandal, and violence. While there are ordinances providing
a formidable array of restrictions on the press, in fact the media
enjoy considerable freedom and somebody criticises that the press




3.1.3 General Profile cf the Chinese Language Newspapers x
As regards the general profile of the local Chinese press,
five main categories of newspapers can he identified:
a. papers mainly for reporting racing news or publishing
13
material en sex; some other papers specialise themselves
in reporting the news of the entertainment circles;
b. papers with a long tradition, which have gained a sense
of acceptance among local people, especially those of th
older generation. Though circulation is not great,
there are lots of advertisements as income source;
c. popular papers which have greatest circulation, with
ordinary citizens as target audience; the papers publisl
sensational material, life and local interest, or even
sex;
d.papers with suoport from Chinese governments fKucminta,ng
or Communist Party) which often select arid interpret
news with the framework of their political ideologies; and
e. papers aiming at middle class and intellectuals, which
focus on reporting political, economic and cultural news;
14
some of them are specialised into economic papers.
3.2 Three Main Characteristics of the Hong Kong Society that Affect
the Professionalization of the Chinese Newspppers in Hong Kong
In the author's opinion, the professionalization of the Chinese
press is mainly affected by two sets of factors: the nature of the
newspaper occupation itself and the characteristics of the Hong Kong
society. We shall discuss the influence of these factors under
each component of the professional model in later chapters.
Among the various characteristics of the Hong Kong society, three
features, in the author's opinion, have the greatest effect on
the professionalization of local Chinese papers and it is worthwhile to have
a brief introduction here as background knowledge for discussion
in later chapters.
3.2.1 Political Status of the Colony
Hong Kong is a colony acquired by Britain from China by the end of
last century. Part of the territority (the New Territories and the
Northern Xowloon) was leased for 99 years and. is scheduled to return
to China in 1997. The Government is a British colonial regime while
the people have limited electoral right (see the Appendix on p.).
The majority of the older generation are refugees from China who
arrived here to evade the political turmoils in China. They do not have
a strong sense of belonging to the Colony as the Government is an alien
regime and the political future of the Colony is uncertain( if it will
be returned to China). Consequently, the older generation are largely
politically apathetic with low interest in public affairs; their attention
concentrates more on seeking material interest for themselves and their
family members. To cater to the taste of the apathetic mass, the local
Chinese newspapers pay attention more to the entertainment function
than to the reportorial and interpretative duties of newspaper. As
the general public in Hong Kong, many of the newspaper proprietors
run their newspapers as a profit-making business rather than an institution
of social service.
3.2.2 Developmental Stage of Hong Kong
Hong Kong is regarded as a developing city in the world. When
compared with the developed countries such as U.S.A. and Japan, the
average educational level and the standard of living are relatively
lower for the people of Hong Kong. Situated at a developing stage,
the professional standard of the local Chinese newspapers is inferior
to that of the U.S.A. and Japan. However, this characteristic is
only one of the factors; more important.? in the author's mind, is the factor
of the political status of the Colony.
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3.2.3 The Influence of the Chinese Political Parties''
The political parties (Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party)
of China have considerable influence on the local Chinese press.
This phenomenon is a side extension of modern Chinese history. In the
protracted struggle between Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party
and in the Sino-Japanese War, Hong Kong was a haven for journalists
who could not freely express themselves at home. Some newspapers were set
up with clear or hidden political identification. Some of them are
organizationally linked to either party, some are politically less
involved and linked in their goal orientation. The papers selectively
report and interpret daily news according to the interest of their parties.
They try to woo the citizens to their cause and criticise papers of
the opposite party.
It must be noted that although party influence is considerable
in the local Chinese press, more papers ,are commercial in nature. They
emphasize the content of local interest, news of daily social life,
commenting public affairs from the point of view of local benefits
instead of from the angles of political parties and avoiding the
heavy content of politics. As the general public is politically
apathetic, the commercial papers have greater circulations than the
party papers which, however, sustain for political interest even though
some of them are run at a loss.
We have briefly introduced three main characteristics of the Hong
Kong society and how they affect the newspaper's professionalization
locally will be discussed in greater details in later chapters. It should
be noted, however, that the characteristics mentioned above are by no
means static. Although the future of the Colony is still uncertain,
sense of belonging of the people rises as the older generation passes
away and the younger generation grows up. Secondly, the economic
prosperity of Hong Kong is pushing the Colony up the ladder of development.
And as the Colony grows in prosperity and the proportion of local births
in the population increases, the influence of the party-affiliated papers
is gradually declining while commercial papers have become increasingly
more popular.
CHAPTER FOUR
FULFILLMENT OF IMPORTANT FUNCTIONS
For an occupation to qualify as a profession, the first
requirement is that it fulfils important functions in society. Even if
an occupation possesses a basic body of abstract knowledge and the ideal
of service, it cannot secure the prestigious status of a profession if
the society is not convinced that the occupation is contributing
important social functions and that without it, society will suffer
great loss.
4.1 Important Functions to be Fulfilled by Newspaper
The newspaper occupation is fully qualified on the component of
'Fulfilment of Important Functions'. The society seldom questions its
importance; on the contrary, it is afraid that the powerful instrumeni
of the newspaper may be abused. There are four main functions that
people usually speak of:
a) surveillance of the environment;
b) correlation of the parts of society in responding to the
environment;
c) transmission of the social heritage from one generation to
t he environment;
d) entertainment.
Surveillance refers to the collection and distribution of
information concerning events in the environment; to some extent, it
corresponds to the handling of news. Acts of correlation include
interpretation of information about the environment and prescription for
conduct in reaction to these events and. these are popularly identified as
as editorial or propaganda. Transmission of culture focuses on the
communicating of information, values, and social norms from one genera¬
tion to another. Commonly it is identified as educational activity.
Finally, entertainment refers to communicative acts primarily intended
for amusement. In short, the functions of the newspaper can be
described as: to inform, to interpret, to educate and to entertain.
It is noteworthy however that the functions of educating and entertaining
are sometimes considered less important to the newspaper than the functions
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'of 'informing and interpretingespecially in democratic societies.
Precautions must be taken not to mix up ideals and reality. The
functions mentioned above are expectations. To secure a prestigious
professional status, the functions have to be actually fulfilled. However,
in reality, the newspaper does not always perform its task properly.
The Chinese language newspapers in Hong Kong, for example, are sometimes
criticized for not fulfilling the assigned functions satisfactorily.
4.2 Functions Particularly Important in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Chinese newspapers, like their counterparts in other
countries, are to fulfil the functions of informing interpreting, educating
and entertaining. However, their responsibility weighs even heavier
because of the particular political and cultural circumstances here in
the colony:
a) Unlike astern democratic societies, Hong Kong, under a
colonial regime, does not have an elected government. There
exists no opposition parties to express grievances for the
public. Public opinion therefore relies much on the reflection
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by the media. Among the media, the Chinese language
newspaper is a key component.
b) Being an international trade centre and a Chinese society
under an alien rule, Hong Kong has absorbed many of the
advantages of western civilization, on both the spiritual and
material sides and therefore, is an exemplar for other Chinese
societies. Officials in China frequently emphasize the
important role of Hong Kong for transmission of science,
technology and managerial skills to China. As a medium of
reflection of Hong Kong social life, the local Chinese news¬
papers may contribute a lot in this aspect.
c) More on the cultural aspect, Hong Kong is an international
arena for the contact of East and West. Comparatively
speaking, the colony enjoys high degree of freedom of
expression. In Mainland China and even in Taiwan, freedom
of expression is restricted considerably. With its privileges-
Hong Kong ought to be a melting pot of western and eastern cultures
(in Mainland China, the Chinese tradition has been much eroded),
synthesizing the two grand traditions into a new culture which
contains advantages of both. The new culture will then benefit
not only Chinese but also other peoples in the world. Since
transmission of culture is one of the four functions of the
newspapers, the local Chinese newspapers can contribute much
along this line.
4•3 Some Criticisms of Local Chinese Language Newspapers
The preceding discussion shows that the demand on the newspapers
is heavy. However, the heavy demand is in general not satisfactorily met by
the local Chinese language newspapers. Functions (b) and (c), to educate,
to transmit and to synthesize cultures may be too much for the newsmen.
However, function (a) --- to inform and to interpret --- is the core
duty of newspapers; but even in this aspect, many people, including the
government officials, are not satisfied with the performance of the
Chinese newspapers in general.
4-3.1. Newspaper on Racing and Sex
Of the sixty-three Chinese language newspapers which are published
each day, a considerable number do little in informing and interpretation
work. instead, they specialize in reporting racing news or news on sex
crimes and. violence, printing articles, photographs and even advertise-
ment about sex. People criticise that the press laws in Hong Kong are
too permissive to this category of newspapers. Depositing HK$10,000.00
and paying an annual registration fee of HK$100.00 is sufficient to start
with a newspaper. These small newspapers run at low cost; they need not
employ reporters and can have their newspapers printed in other newspaper's
printing-rooms. At a low cost and with income from selling newspapers
and advertisement of call girls, the publishers manage to make a profit
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although the circulation of their newspapers is small.
4.3.2. inadequacy of New 2 gat he ring
A considerable percentage of the local Chinese newspapers does
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not pay much emphasis on newsgathering. Not only are these newspapers
unlikely to send out correspondents to other places, for local news
they rely much on the government news supply the Covernment Informatior
Services and the Police Department. On receiving the news release, some
will rearrange the content to put the sensitive or important parts in
front; however, more will directly copy and print it out the next
day.
Instead of collecting news themselves, journalists count much
on the sharing of news with journalists working in other newspapers.
4.3.3. Superficiality
Superficiality of news is another common criticism of local
Chinese newspapers. John S]_immir_g, the late Director of Information
Services, said:
M Some of the younger, less experienced journalists
are sometimes slow or reluctant to get out and do
some leg-work in order to report public opinion. It
is easier to pick up a phone and talk to someone who
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can be relied upon to give them a colourful quote,
4.3.4. Sensational treatment of news
Apart from the newspapers specializingvLn reporting racing newsV,
mentioned in (a), sensational treatment of news is also a common criticism
of quite a number of Chinese language papers. Again, John Slimming,
acting as a spokesman of the government, said:
Nowadays, for some reporters, facts may be sacred
but they are sacrificed on the altars of the Gods
who watch over newspaper circulation. Regrettably,
the trend today is towards the personalized story,
coloured or shaded by sensationalism, or prejudice,
or emotion, almost to the point where, on some mornings, one
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is not reading a newspaper but a view paper.
Mixing up facts and opinion, for the sake of increased circulation,
deviates from the duty of objective reporting assigned to the newspaper.
4.3.5 Biased Report ing
A remarkable feature of local Chinese language newspapers is that
party newspapers occupy an important position in the local arena.. It
is not difficult to identify the political orientation of most of the
Chinese newspapers. According to some reporters working in newspapers
withastrong political identification, news is selectively presented
and interpreted in these newspapers. News favourable to the opposition
party will be deliberately deleted. while that favourable to the news-
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paper's party will oe played up in a prominent position.
Negligence, inadequacy, superficiality, bias and sensational
treatment: these are all against the primary functions expected of the
newspapers. However, these weaknesses are not uncommon features in
the scene of Hong Kong Chinese language newspapers. General.ly speaking,
the jobs 0f informing and interpreting are not satisfactorily done; it is
no wonder that the status of the Chinese newspaper is in general not
prestigious in people's mind.
There are quite a number of reasons for the weaknesses of the
Chinese newspapers mentioned above: the important influence of political
parties (Kuomintang and Communist Party), the profit-making-go-first
attitude of newspaper publishers, insufficient training and heavy work-
load of reporters and the low interest in public affairs of local people.
These conditions are fairly serious when comparison is made with the news-
papers in the developed countries, such as, Britain and the U.S.A. However,
even in these countries, the same set of criticisms is also mentioned
at times, though less frequently than in Hong Kong. For instance, a
survey conducted by Jeremy Tunstall reported some representative
answers from specialists as to what a journalist should be doing for
society and his audience, and what function was in fact performed by
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British journalists:
Should: Informing and educating
In fact:Inform, entertain, annoy
Should: Educating and entertaining them
In fact: Entertaining and educating them
Another survey conducted by Johnstoneet all asked the news people
(including broadcast journalists) about the main criticism of News
media. It was found that bias, lack of objectivity, superficiality,
lack of depth were frequently mentioned;
Table 2: Main Criticisms of News Media by News People in U.S.
Type of Criticism
A. What the media cover
content covered too much
content not covered enough o
B. How the media handle informalior
bias, lack of objectivity
superficiality, lack of depth
other performance faults












( Adapted from Johnstone et s.l., The Hews People(1916), p. 232.
The author has no intention to equate the achievement of the
local Chinese newspapers with that of Britain and U.S.A. (in fact, it
is generally agreed that the local Chinese newspapers have long way to
go to attain the standard of the large newspapers in Britain and U.S.A.)
However, the fact that the four important functions that are assigned
to the newspapers- to inform, to interpret, to educate and to entertain-
are not often met by the newspapers even in the advanced countries
make us wonder if there exists some i'nherentdifficulties in the occupa¬
tion of journalism. If it is true, the newspaper occupation will
unlikely achieve the same prestigious status of other professions such as
medicine and the law. To explore if these innate difficulties
exist, investigation into other components of the profession may highlight
some ideas. We therefore move to the discussion of the next component
of profession --- 'Body of Abstract Knowledge and Skills'.
CHAPTER FIVE
BODY OP KNOWLEDGE AND JOURNALISM EDUCATION
An occupation cannot be called a profession even though it
fulfils important social functions if most people, without much
training, can handle the task satisfactorily. There should be a basic
body of abstract knowledge and skills and the difficulty of acquiring
them should be great enough that the members of society view the occup¬
ation as possessing a kind of mystery that is not acquirable by an
ordinary man by his own efforts or even with help. As the knowledge is
difficult to acquire, it is usually taught at the university level.
Since the body of abstract knowledge and skills is necessary for proper
performance of the task, the work is monopolised by those with training.
In the author's opinion, the newspaper occupation is comparative¬
ly weak in this component; it is weak in the sense th-t the newspaper-
occupation does not possess a clear, profound, and exclusive body of
abstract knowledge and skills without which the occupation cannot be
performed properly. In the following, we shall discuss the relation-
ship between journalism education and the newspaper occupation, with
special reference to the case of Hong Kong. It is hoped that through
the controversies about journalism education, the nature and limitations
of the newspaper occupation may somewhat be reflected.
5.1 Journalism Education and Intake of Graduate Journalists
5.1.1 Journalism Education in Colleges of Hong Kong
Formal education for journalists began very early in the U.S.A.
By 1878, the University of Missouri offered two courses in journalism
and the first recognised school of journalism was opened at the same
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university in 1908.' Countries like Japan, Britain, and Germany who
used to prefer the apprentice system are'now passing journalism training
to the university. Here in Hong Kong, journalism appeared in college
education in 1965 and at present there are four colleges( one of them
being a university) offering journalism courses: Chinese University
Of Hong Kong, Baptist College, Shue Yan College and Chu Hai College.
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The number of students totalled 950 in I98O. In short, journalism
has successfully gained its status in college education.
5.1.2 Intake of Graduate Jouranlists into the Local Chinese Hewspapers
Despite the fact that collegesin Hong'Kong train a number of journalisn
graduates, the Chinese language press does not make full use of the
human resources available, It can be observed:
a) The more alternatives available to college students, the
less likely are they to enter the Chinese language press; and
b) even if the college students enter the Chinese language press,
the more alternatives available to them, the shorter period
of time they stay in the Chinese papers.
A survey asking the reporters of seventeen large Chinese language
newspapers in Hong Kong yields the following figures.( It must be noted
that a large number of small Chinese newspapers are not included in the
sample. Besides, some reporters of the seventeen papers did not
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answer the questionnaires.)
Table 3: College Background of Graduate Journalists
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in H,K Chinese newspapers

















(Source: Joseph Man Chan, Journalistic Paradigms on Protest, 1981.)
It can be assumed that students from the two universities( H.K.U.
and C.U.H.K.) have better and more job opportunities than those from the
Baptist College who in turn are better than those students from Taiwan,
Shue Yan and Chu Hai. The figures show that there is a disproportionately
low per cent of university graduates in the Chinese press.
Table 4 below shows that the more and better job opportunities
available to college stu'ents, the shorter period of time they stay in
the Chinese press. As it can be seen, among those who have worked for
more than three years, graduates from Chu Hai and Taiwan colleges have
greater percentage than the students from H.K.U. and C.U.H.K.:
Table 4: Number of Years Working in Newspapers
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By College Background of the Graduate Journalists
College Background
Number of Years
in papers H.K.U. C.U.H.K Baptist Chu Hai Taiwan
less than 1 28.6
one to three 57.1

























(Source: Joseph Man Chan. Journalisitic Paradigms on Protest, 1981.)
5.1.3 The Apprentice Scheme Proposed
Recently an apprentice scheme for reporters has been proposed.
As in Britain, secondary school graduates have to receive a three-year
trailing program( to attend several hours of course-work per week
while working in a newspaper.) and. pass an examination before they are
qualified as a reporter with training. The scheme intends to include
college graduates for whom the program is shortened to one and a half
years.31
The apprentice scheme originated from good intentions of
trying to raise the quality of local reporters. It includes college
graduates because the college graduates are sometimes criticised for
being strong in theoretical training yet weak on the practical side.41
Nevertheless, the scheme may bring forth latent dysfunctions of
providing a pool of cheap labour( trained secondary school students)
to the local Chinese language press and consequently, the proprietors
may be more reluctant to raise the salary of their newsmen. It is also
feared, that college students, especially those with university degrees,
be even less likely to enter the Chinese press and more likely to
move out because the apprentice scheme adds l-y years to the several years 01
college education while there is no indication of salary improvement.
Should the apprentice scheme be as good as university or college
education, there would be no problem; after all, there is a supply of
competent journalists( whether or not they are graduates does not matter).
However, it is generally thought that the scheme will provide more
technical skills than broad background knowledge of social science or the
humanities. Moreover, the technical program is no substitute for
college education which aims at cultivating students' broad outlook,
critical and analytical thinking and ideal of service.
The debate between the apprentice 'system and university education is
not new:
a. Some journalists, especially those of the European tradition, still
think that journalists should not be taught in the univeristy. Some
think that good journalistic skills cannot be taught; it is a gift
( the theory of 'journalistic genius' is fairly common in the field of
German journalism).33
b. Some people hold that journalism can be taught but not in the university;
the skills have to be learned in service, following the lead of
experienced journalists.
c. Those who think that university education directly helps improve
the performance of journalists also have divided opinion among
themselves. Some think that majoring in journalism is needed for
being a good journalist.
d. Others think that university education is of course helpful but
that a good background of liberal arts or social sciences is
better than a major in journalism because journalistic skills are
relatively simple and can be learned in service. On the other
hand, a rich background knowledge sensitizes journalists to
indepth and analytical reporting.
The survey conducted by Johnstone et al. in the U.S.A. showed that
the journalists themselves did not unanimously recommend their successors to
major in journalism for their university education; only about
30% did:
Table 5: Fields of Study Recommended by News People in U.S.
Fields Recommended Per cent
General liberal arts
Social sciences














Total. exceeds100 per cent because some persons recommended
more than one field.
( Adapted from Johnstone et al., The News People(1976),p.205.)
5.2 A Hypothetical Explanation for the Controversies of Journalism
Education
It is hypothesized that the controversies about the
training of journalists largely stem from the fact that journalism
has not accumulated a definite, profound,and exclusive body of abstract
knowledge and skills necessary for the proper performance of journalistic
tasks.
Journalism education is said to be composed of three
main components: a) language;
b) background knowledge of humanities, natural and
social sciences; ard
c) communication theories, journalistic skills and
training in professional ethics.
Since good journalistic writing requires a critical mind,
indepth analysis, and fluent and clear expression, language skills and
background knowledge is very important for a journalist. However,
skills and knowledge of this sort is also taught in other departments
of the university and is therefore no monopoly of the field of
Journalism. As regards the third component, the pertinent area of
journalism itself, some say that journalistic skills, such as,
reporting and editing are better learned and relatively easy to be
mastered in service and it is doubtful if professional ethics can be
taught. For the communication theories, there is no rich body
of theories of this sort and the laymen's impression is that
the theories are not much beyond common sense.
Accumulation of communication theories is one of the most
promising means for establishing a basic body of abstract knowledge
and skills monopolized by journalism. However, on the development
path of communication theories, obstacles are not few. Firstly, the
humanistic disciplines cannot be much relied on because, as Morris
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Janowitz pointed out, the disciplines in the university setting have
become IT historical and critical more often than not, the
writings of the humanities faculties of American universities present
the dominant theme of the corrupt in,influences of the mass media on
contemporary culture. Negative responses instead of positive
reinforcements are the gift of the humanistic scholars to journalists.
Turning to another source— social sciences. Tension and
mistrust develops between the journalist and the social scientist.
Most journalists look at market research on the mass media with
considerable skepticism. They see it as an effort to focus on purely
commercial considerations at the expense of professional responsibilities.
They tend to believe that market research contributes to lowering
standards and to inhibiting creativity. More than most professional
groups, journalists resist academic investigations of their enterprise,
especially of the impact of the mass media. They believe that their
own standpoint on these issues is superior to that of the academic
specialist.
The above description is largely based on Morris Janowitz's
ideas which discuss the situation of journalism. As U.S.A., one of the most ad-
vanced countries in the field of journalism, does not provide a promising
outlook, Hong Kong, whose journalism education and research is more
or less in its nascent stage, is by no means able to escape this problem.
5.3 Conseouences of the Deficiency
Whether or not the accumulation of communication theories
can be improved in future £s uncertain. Nevertheless, there is
at present no bsic body of abstract knowledge and skills monopolised
by journalism to which new recruits are exposed and without which they
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cannot practice. Without this essential component of profession,
the professional status of journalism is weak and many problems arise:
a. What should be the content of journalism education? Is journalism
major necessary or is a liberal arts or social sciences background
better?
b. Must journalism be taught at the university level orcan it We
taught through an apprentice scheme?
c. If a college degree is unnecessary and which field to study needs not
be specified, then there is no single set of criteria or procedures
for certifying journalistic practitioners.
d. Newspaper journalists coming from different backgrounds and without
special professional training have a lower degree of.sense of
belonging to the field than other professional groups to theirs
( such as, the physician, the lawyer and so forth).
e. Lower degree of identification is coupled with higher degree of
mobility.
f. Heterogeneity of background, free entry and exit, and absence of a
definite set of criteria for evaluating and certifying the qualific-
ation of journalists: all of these weaken the cohesion of the
professional community formed by the newspaper journalists.
g. Without a strong and cohesive professional community, the service ideal
of journalists cannot be effectively checked.
h. Since the public is not convinced that journalism qualification is
necessary for the newspaper occupation and that the service ideal of
its practitioners is not effectively ensured, the professional
status, of the newspaper occupation is comparatively weak in people's
minds„
i. As journalism training may not be necessary for a journalist, the
newspaper proprietor is able to employ any person he likes. As the
supply of personnel is abundant because of the uncontrolled entry,
it is easy for the proprietor to give low pay to his journalists.
The low pay, however, drives competent personnel away and consequently
the 'professionalizationf of journalism 'is obstructed.
Since the newspaper occupation is relatively weak on the
component of' body of abstract knowledge and skills' its professional
status is not firmly grounded. The problgnwill be increasingly clear
as we investigate the conditions of the newspaper occupation under the
other essential components of our professional model.
CHAPTER SIX
AUTONOMY AND CONTROL
Autonomy is a privilege of a profession. It is based on both
the mastery of a knowledge field end the commitment to the ideal of
service. °ociety must be convinced that the occupation.must be allowed to
operate freely in order that the work is done properly, otherwise
autonomy is notfgranted. In the case of the newspaper occupation, it
is assigned the important functions of informing, interpreting,
educating and entertaining; should external pressure act on newsmen,
their informing and interpretation work may be biased, fraudulent,
indecent, or unfair. Since the newspaper directly influences a great
number of readers., the damage to the public welfare is enormous.
With this consideration in mind, autonomy and independence of the
newspaper is much emphasised in democratic societies.
Freedom and independence of the newspapers is often mentioned.
It is so often spoken of partly because of its importance and partly
because of the fact that the occupation is really faced with the pressures
from various sources: government, editor,- publisher, and the mass
Comparatively speaking, professionals such as physicians and clergymen
do not often mention autonomy and autonomy is granted them. However,
since the reportorial and interpretative work directly challenges
social groups in society, to protect their interest these groups
react and try to silence the challengers. In short, autonomy
is an important but precarious value that newsmen try best to
protect and enhance.
This chapter will discuss several major factors that make the
autonomy of the newspaper occupation difficult to realize. These
various factors are: governmental control, control from the news-source,
organizational control (including editor and paper proprietor), and
finally control from advertisers and audience.
6.1 Control from Government
Since government has always been the chief target of surveillance
for the newspaper, the relationship between the government and the
newspaper is usually in tension. The Watergate scandal which resulted
in the downfall of the American president, Richard Nixon,was initiated
by two intrepid reporters of the Washington Post. In this instance,
the power-of the newspaper is fully expressed. However, newsmen'in other
countries are less fortunate. In 1976, for example, Amnesty International
issued a list of 67 journalists in jail for political reasons or who
have disappeared in 17 countries around the world and many of the
journalists are held without charges. Amnesty International gave the
names of journalists in Bangladesh, Brazil, Chile, Cuba, India, Indonesia,
Korea, the Philippines, Singapore, South Africa, the Soviet Union, Taiwan,
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Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Uruguay? and Yugoslavia.' Although the
figures refer to the situation in 1976, arrest and oppression of
journalists are still found each year in many parts of the world.
6.1.1. Hong Kong Ranks Second in Asia Regarding Press Freedom
Comparatively speaking, journalists in Hong Kong are much more
fortunate. According to a report published by the International Press
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Institute in 1977? Hong Kong ranks second only to Japan as the area
which enjoys the highest degree of press freedom in Asia. As regards
the freedom of publication and the freedom of expression, the colony
really achieves a high degree. To start a new newspaper is easy: the
publisher needs only to deposit HK$10,000, or provide two acceptable
guarantors to the government, and pay an annual registration fee of
HK$1C0. And generally speaking, criticisms of governmental policies
or administration can readily be found each day in the newspapers.
Sometimes, the government is even criticized for being over-lenient
to the press»that some publishers abuse the press freedom to publish
material on sex, scandal, and violence.
6.1.2. Some Hypothetical Exp1anations about the ColonyTs Free-press
Policy
It .is quite a surprising phenomenon that though under a colonial
regime, Hong Kong has the freest press among the Chinese societies under
Chinese reign- These Chinese societies do not enjoy the same degree offreedom.
To explain this phenonemcn,the author here suggests several hypothetical
explanations:
a) The British have a colonial policy quite different from that of
Portugal and Prance. Portuguese!and French government intended to
assimilate the colonial subject into their culture and regarded'the
colonial land as a permanent part of their territories. Quite
differently, the British did not plan to stay long and knew that
some day they would leave and grant the colony independence.
In this way, the British usually had no intention to assimilate
the indigenous people into the English culture. They would rather
leave most of the cultural and customary matters to the colonial
people themselves and would intervene minimally. Such policy was
extended through to the area of publishing.
b) In the homeland, Britain has always been an advocate of free press;
it will be quite embarrassing if the British colonial government
is charged by the Third World countries that they oppress the media
in the colonies.
c) As Sir Philip Haddon-Cave, a top ranking government official in
nong Kong, said, the media is the only channel of communication not
related to the government departments and the government is careful
not to block this.channel through which public opinion can be
reflected. 40
d) Representing the interest of most people in Hong Kong who want to
see the status quo maintained, the local press would practise a
degree of self-restraint and tries not to embarrass the government
on areas that the government is unlikely to improve under the given
political and social contraints.
6.1.3. Implicit Government Control: the Problem of Accessibility
However, it is wrong to think that government is always on the
defensive side. On the contrary, the government has well prepared
ordinances for emergency use. In the riots of 1967, for example, three
news executives were sentenced to three-year prison terms on charges
of sedition, publishing false information,and publishing material
tending to induce persons to commit an offense. During their trials
three newspapers were ordered to suspend publication until the cases
had been completed.
Apart from emergency periods, government has tactics to protect
itself and to restrain the newspapers. Although there is a high degree
of freedom of expression, freedom of accessibility13 comparatively more
limited. The government can either directly or indirectly interfere with the
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reportial job of journalists.
On direct interference, conflicts between the police and
reporters are occasionally heard. Reporters are obstructed from entering
the scene or even beaten by policemen. Although these instances are
only sporadic, obstruction of reportorial work is not unusual.
By indirect interference with reportorial work, it is meant that
the government tries to dress itself up in a dark veil, revealing to
the press' information that they want the press to publish. Govern¬
ment officials in general are quite cautious about inquiries fronfi
journalists. Usually, if a newsman wants to interview an official, he
should contact the Government Information Services first, telling
them in advance what they will ask and the GIS will then contact that
official. During the interview, the official may refuse to answer if
the questions of the reporter are not on the original list. Direct
contact with the officials, not going through the GIS, is often unsuc¬
cessful, there are of course some exceptions- According to some
experienced reporters, officials of the Home Affairs Department, and the
Department of Industry and Commerce are fairly outspoken and their
superiors do encourage them to speak out.-
Freedom of press, as discussed above, can be differentiated into
many aspects. As a colony, the Hong Kong Chinese newspapers do enjoy
a high degree of freedom of publication and expression; however, on
the dimension of accessibility, it is still under the governmental
control through direct or indirect means of interference. Nevertheless,
Hong Kcngis still fortunate among those countries where journalists are
arrested and the newspapers suppressed. Governmental control is always
a potential menace to the autonomy of the newspaper occupation.
6.2 Control from News Sources
Professions such as medicine and the clergy.• en0°y a
high degree of autonomy since, during their workin'g pi-ocess, these
professionals rely- little on the assistance of people outside their
profession. On the contrary, during the entire process, journalists,
especially reporters,rely much on the co-operation of other people:
new sources, reporters working in other papers, and editors. Dependence
on other people usually mean loss of autonomy. Take news sources for
instance. The reportorial process to find access to news source, to verify
news obtained and to publish the news is everywhere affected by the
news source.
6.2.1. Accessibility
In newsgathering, a reporter depends much on the person or
agency who provides news to him. -To reach the news source and to
successfully gather some news back is not always easy We have mentioned
in- t he part on governmental control that the government, as one of the
main news sources, often dress itself up in a veil, revealing the
information that they want the press to publish. Many questions which
they think are sensitive or unfavourable' to the governmental adminis¬
tration, will be given the answer -'no comment'! Recently, more and
more organizations in the private sectors follow suit. -hese organi¬
zations set up their ow7n Public Relations Section to entertain the in¬
quiries from reporters who are then usually unable to get into direct
contact with the personnel they want to interview. Through the PR
system, much information is screened before release and this makes
indepth,interpretative reporting difficult. Concerning the general
public, many Chinese in Hong Kong are quite parochial and are unable to
provide good opinion to the reporters. urthermore, traditionally the
Chinese dislike disclosing their private life and try to be humble by
confirming whatever questions the reporters ask. Opinion collected in
this way does not have much informative value.
6.2.2 Reliability
Even if the news source is willing tell everything,the reporter
has to worry about the reliability of the news. theoretically, he should
check with different parties concerned and investigate if the news is
fraudulent, made up,biased or partial, however, a reporter is not a
researcher, he has to meet the newspaper deadline each day and time is
usually insufficient for him to check. A paper should not publish
something the reliability of which is questionable but competition
among papers to publish exclusives often tempts the newspapers to
violate this rule. In case that the unverified news is fraudulent, the
person concerned or society may be harmed.
For the large newspapers in developed countries such as ne U.S.A.
and Britain, verification work on the gathered news is emphasized. In
Hong Kong, however, the Chinese language newspapers seem to spend less
effort along this line. (One of the exceptions is the Oriental Daily
News who always checks about complaints from readers' letters It is
said that the liaison officers of the City district Offices keep a
close look on the papers as, quite often, the information provided is
more accurate and comprehensive than the investigative work done by
the liaison officers themselves.) One of the reasons is that the work-
lead of journalists is great because they take part-time jobs to
compensate for the low salary they receive.
6.2.1. Exnressibilitv
After the news is verified, theoretically, the newsman should
fully, impartially, and accurately report what he knows. In practice,
however, some reporters think twice before they write up the news.
After the news is published, will the news source feel so embarrassed
that next time he will be reticent abcut the questions raised by the
reporter? Or, will the original well-established social relationship
with the news source be hurt? With these considerations in mind, some
reporters may avoid disclosing some material that is important to
public welfare but highly embarrassing to the news source.
In Hong Kong, for instance, one of the chief news sources is
the Government. Sorpe local Chinese language newspapers avoid embarrassing
too much this important news source. Although the overnment
Information Services is supposed to entertain reporters of different papers
equally, if the relationship between the information officer and
the reporter is good, the former may be more willing to help the
reporter to seek for what he wants; if the relationship is not good, the
officer may just offer the reporter formal help, without enthusiasm.
More importantly, the government may considerably influence the
reporting of newspapers with a stake m hand: briefing. Briefings
are periodic meetings between government officials and senior journalists
of the local newspapers in which government may consult the opinion of
the press and relea.se some information about government. However, not
all newspapers are invited each time. Those who are invited may there¬
fore get some important 'partial-exclusives' from the briefing. In
inviting the newspapers, government officials consider the nature
and target audience of individual paper (which strata of people are
most concerned with the issue), the status of the paper( small
newspapers are usually, not invited; papers, such as, Wah Kiu Yat Po,
Sing Tao Jih Pao and Kung Sheung Daily News which irzve a long tradition
and have contributed to the stability and prosperity of the olony
are often included in the invitation, list). Last but not least,
according to what some working journalists said, the government will
also consider if the newspaper is always against he.r. Cooperative
newspapers will have greater chance of being invited.
6.2.4 The Problem of Confidentiality of News Source
Thus far, discussion surrounds how the news source affects the
autonomy of the newspaper occupation: accessibility, reliability and
expressibility. However, it should be noted that some journalists
may take advantage of the news source to feather their own nests.
It is because confidentiality of the news wource is protected if the
news source does not want his name disclosed. Some reporters may make
use of this ethical value of profession to cover their made-up news.
When he is questioned about the reliability of the news, the reporter
may avoid being checked upon by not revealing the news source
( actually there is no news source at all). A world known example
is that a Washington Post reporter, Janet Cooke, won the Pulitzer Prize
of I98O with a made-up story of how a mother allowed her lover to
inject heroin into her eight-year-old son, Jimmy. Throughout the
whole process of 'investigation', Cooke refused to disclose the news
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source.
Control from news source is not invariant in degree. The
larger the newspaper and the higher its esteem, the less will be
the control from the news source. If the newspaper is large, it can
employ a great number of reporters. Some of them may be assigned
to collect important news and given more time to accomplish their job. The
reporters may then check the reliability of news obtained, asking
different parties involved to get an accurate, comprehensive and
relatively impartial picture of reality. If the newspaper has a
good image, the news source wants to maintain good relationship with
the paper's reporters and tries not to harm this effective channel
of expression. The paper may not lose information from the news
source in future even if it publishes something embarrassing to
the news source. Unfortunately, no Chinese language newspaper in
Kong Kong seems to enjoy the above advantages.
6.3 Control from Newspaper Organization
Having gathered the news, the reporter still has to pass the gate
of control from the newspaper organization -.to which he belongs.
Newsmen can generally be divided into two main categories: executives and
staffers. Executives include the publisher and the editors and staffers
are reporters, re-write men and copyreaders. The executives are to
see what is published is consistent with the policy of the newspaper.
They achieve this end by deletion, differential selection and prefer¬
ential placement of news. In these ways, news published may appear
quite different from the original form which the reporter handed in.
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Autonomy of reporters is therefore constrained.
6.3.1 Reasons for Conformity
There are a number of reasons why the reporter, consciously or
unconsciously, Conforms to organizatlonal control and consequently
deviates from the journalistic ethical norms of impartial, objective
and decent reporting sometimes:
a. institutional sanctions and authority;
b. feelings of obligation and esteem for superiors;
c. mobility aspirations;
d. absence of conflicting group allegiance (e.g. a strong cohesiv
professional community vs. the newspaper organization);
e. to maintain a pleasant atmosphere of in-grorpness in the newsroom;
f. dependence on the assignment of news work from the superior and
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so forth.
6.3.2 Some tactics to Reduce Control
To balance the picture, there are several advantages that
enable the reporter to reduce the control or influence of the editor:
a. the norms of policy are not always clearj there exists a twilight
zone permitting a range of deviation;
b. reporters who do the leg work to gather news have more information
than the editor. He can decide whom to interview and whom to
ignore and in writing the story which items to feature and which to
bury, in order to balance back the partial and selective treatment
of news by the editor;
c. the reporter may plant a news item which.he thinks important in
another paper through a friendly reporter and advise his own editor
that the story is too great to ignore:
d. for the type of story which is initiated by the reporter, organ¬
izational control is relatively less than those policy or policy
stories; and
e. if the reporter has a star status, he will enjoy especially higer
4-6
autonomy in treatment of news than his colleagues.
Though there is some leeway which enables the reporter 'to
reduce orgainzational control, his degree of autonomy is still consider¬
ably smaller than that of other professionals, such as, the physician.
6.3-3 Two Hypotheses in the Case of Hong Kong
In Hong Kong, there is no strong and cohesive professional
community to propagate and enforce the professional ethics, and
consequently professionalism is not strong among the journalists of
the Chinese language press in general. On the other hand, control
from the newspaper organization which tempts the journalists to
deviate from the professional ethics is high. It is particularly
true for those newspapers supported by the Chinese governments.
When being asked if paper's political identification influences
their reporting, most journalists admit that there is some or
4.7
strong influence:
Table 6: The Influence of Newspaper's Political Identification
on Reporters' Work As Perceived by Reporters Themselves









(Source: Joseph Man Chan, Journalistic Paradigms on
Protest, 1981.)
It may further hypothesize that the higher the intensity of the
newspaper's political identification, the stronger will be the
influence on the reporters' work. Findings in the survey indicate
a fairly strong relationship between the two variables; the
hypothesis is therefore confirmed:
Table 7: Influence on Reporters' Work By
Intensity of Newspaper's Political Identi-
fication as Perceived By Reporters4®
Intensity of Newspaper's Political Identification
















Total: 54 74 50
Gamma = 0.27
(Source: Joseph Man Chan, Journalistic Paradigms or. Protest, 1981.)
Another important factor -- organizational size -- seems to
affect the degree of autonomy of reporters too. Some reporters express¬
ed that' 1 those small papers which have weak political identification
a relatively smaller number of reporters, the editors tend to grant
the reporters greater autonomy in treatment of news. Sometimes, the
reporters are even encouraged to report something' great', to play up
some news that is unfavourable to those in power( the government, for
example). Reporters can explore what they want to write and the editor
will not alter much what they hand in. The reasons may be that
there is lack of personnel and that the paper wants to attract more
readers with this kind of play-up news. For those large newspapers
which have established a tight network of newsgathering and processing,
autonomy of indivdual reporter is comparatively low. Take the Oriental
Daily News for example. According to some reporters who were interviewed,
the paper has some senior journalists who assign reportorial work to
reporters. The reporters may not know that they are reporting different
aspects of the same incident. The seniors then combine the material
gathered by several reporters to form one cempreherisive indepth piece
of reporting. It is until the next day that the reporters find in
their own paper what the material he gathered means to the whole incident.
In short, the autonomy of the reporter is restr is tee) .n of only by
the news- source but also considerably by the organization which lie
belongs to. In the case of Hong Kong, two hypotheses have been
formulated:
a. the stronger the political identification of a newspaper,
the greater will the reporters' work be influenced or
controlled
b. the greater the size of the newspaper organization, the less
willbe the autonomy of individual reporter.
The second hypothesis is merely an observation and has not
been empirically tested. Nevertheless, it seems plausible that both
hypotheses hold true not only in Hong Kong but also in many countriec.
of the world. In other words the autonomy of journalists is always
under greater restraint than that of other professionals.
6.4 Control from Advertisers and Readers
Autonomy of a profession expresses itself in the fact that people who
do not belong to the profession seldom interfere in the operation.
Even the client who is served submits himself to the decision of the
professional and it is the practitioner who decides upon the client's
needs. An occupation will be classified as less professional if the
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client imposes his own judgement. However, in the newspaper occupa¬
tion, the service provided by journalists is tailored to a varying
extent according to public demand. 50
In this part, we shall discuss the influence of advertisers
and readers on the newspaper occupation. As there are few data on the
effect of advertisers in Hong Kong, the major portion of this part will-
go into a discussion of the readers' influence.
In the history of newspaper development in Western countries, it
was a breakthrough that the newspaper gained independence from the
control of political parties. It was achieved by transferring the
financial support from political parties to advertisers and readers
(with income from great circulation ana advertisement rate). Indepen¬
dence was gained from political influence, yet the newspaper still fell
under the control of advertisers and reader, though to a lesser degree.
Nevertheless, owing to financial problems, the newspaper occupation seems
unable to gain as complete or high a level of autonomy as that of other
prof ess ions.
6.4.1. Control from Advertisers
It is usually taken for granted that advertisers can control
the content of the newspaper by threatening withdrawal of advertisements.
However, the picture appears to he less simple. The relationship between
the advertiser and the newspaper is not unilateral. If the circulation
of a paper is enormously high, then the quality of the newspaper will
be raised. As advertisers want their commodity known to a large
population, they need to compete for a space in the advertisement column
of the newspaper. It is then the newspaper who gains the high hand,
and the influence of advertisers is minimal. Similarly, if a quality
paper has established a status among the higher class audience, it can
select advertisements. The cnly difference from the popular paper is
that the quality paper gains its power not through great circulation
but high sta.trs among the stratum cf audience whose buying power is
or»e £3+, t
Fev; researches have been done in Hong Kong about- the influence cf
advertisers on the Chinese press. In interviewing some reporters, it
is said that, generally speaking, the Chinese papers will think twice
to print news that may be embarrassing to their large advertisers.
6.4.2. Control from Readers
The chapter of Fulfilment of Important Functions listed several
common criticisms of local Chinese press: papers specializing in
racing and sex news, inadequacy of report orial work, inadequacy of
newsgathering, superficiality of reporting and sensational treatment of
news. These criticisms, however, to a considerable extent, stem from
the taste of the general public in Hong Kong. The publisher tailors
its product to suit the taste of the readers. It is said that the
taste of local readers in general is characterized by high interest in
entertainment and relatively low interest in public affairs especially
political news. (This phenomenon seems to be changing in the recent
decade.)' It can be argued that the phenomenon is not unique in Hong
Kong. popular papers which emphasize sensational news arid entertainment
are also found in the developed countries. Or, it may be explained that
the phenomenon is common at the developing stage as education level and.
income of the mass is still relatively low. he author agrees that the
explanations above are convincing. However, they do not exhaust all the
causes, among which the particular historical and political situation
of Hong Kong is important. When we compare the economic development,
the educational level of the general public, it is found that the
development of local Chinese newspapers is relatively out of phase.
The economic achievement of the colony is praised to be a miracle and
illiteracy is a passing phenomenon, yet readers still have low
interest in public affairs. To illustrate the particular attitude of
Hong Kong toward public affairs, it is worthwhile to examine the
behaviour of a high educated stratum in Hong Kong: college students,
so as to control factors, such as, education.
6.4.2.1. .Special Taste of Local Readers: Some Evidence
A western scholar came to study the media in Hong Kong and
had the following remarks on local college students:
It is astonishing, for example, to discover how little
aware college students are of events in other countries,
even)when those events directly affect Hong Kong. The
average Chinese is so occupied in making a living that he
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has little or no interest in events beyond the Colony ,.w
Some government officials also complained of the limited outlook
of university students in Hong Kong who apply for the post of Adminis¬
trative Officer: in the following a Legislative Councillor asked about
the quality of the applicants in the Legislative Council:
Mr. Wang: Sir, can my honourable Friend give an
account of what is not generally found
as a plus among the graduates who apply?
The Colonial Secretary (Acting) (Mr. Kidd):-
Sir, the selection board which participated
in the 1971 recruitment reported that, gen¬
erally speaking, the candidates seemed.
somewhat limited in their outlook, able
to express themselves in their particular
field of study but showing little knowledge
of, or interest in, public affairs either
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in Hong Kong or internationally....
if even college students are not very interested in public affairs,
how the public behaves can be guessed.
This unique phenomenon can be explained with the special
historical ana political situation of the colony. Hong Kong, since
it was taken over by Britain, has always been a place of sojournment
for people who wanted to escape from the traumatic experience of
continuous warfare inside China, Since the communist government took
over China, many Chinese moved into Hong Kong, These people did not
have much sense of belonging to the colonial government and
the traumatic experiences they underwent make these refugees politically
apathetic. The future of the colony is uncertain; it is a borrowed
place on borrowed time and is supposed to be returned to China in 1997- TJncertair
Of the future and with little identification with the Colony, the
refugees concentrate their efforts in making a living arid do not bother about
public affairs andpolitical happenings. Their demand on the newspaper
is therefore less Forindepth reporting of public affairs than for the supply
of entertainment as a relaxation after daily work.
6.4.2.2. Recent Changes
Political quietism, though still the dominant ethos among Hong
Kong people, is gradually declining. As the old generation passes
away and young people grow up, there is a growing proportion of the
population who were born in Hong Kong v57'° in 1930) and who have not
experienced the turmoils which their parents had witnessed. Through
Westernized education, they have many- more aspirations for themselves
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and for the society as a whole. They are more attentive to the
happenings around them, and demand newspapers to provide more- indepth
reporting and analysis about the public affairs, fhis new demand,
though growing not very rapidly, is expected to be one of the major
forces that push -the local Chinese language newspapers forward.
Some of the Chinese papers are sensitive enough to such new
demand. With-a view to increasing circulation, these papers take the initiative
to improve their standard of reporting and interpretation. They
raise the salary of their reporters so as to attract newsmen of higher
quality; they reorganize work teams 0f enthusiastic and intrepid
journalists to explore the daily happenings in society. Corresponding
to their improvement, the papers succeed in attracting more and more
audience and the circulation has boosted.
However, not all the Chinese papers are as responsive as the
above papers; some of the Chinese language papers have declining
circulation. Yet, some papers can operate against the market force and
even make a profit.
6.4.2.3. Immunity from Readers' Control
6.4.2.3.1 hewspapere for Classified Advertisement
It is noteworthy that some papers can be sheltered from the
market force. They need not take initiative to improve the standard
of reporting yet still earn a great profit each year. What factors make
these papers immune from the market pressure?
a) These papers are those which have long tradition in Hong
Kong. Because of their past satisfactory performance, they
have established a good image among the older generation of
Kong Kong citizens.
b) As the papers have contributed to the stability and growth
of the Colony, the government usually respect these papers
although their performance has declined in recent decades.
The Government, in return for their past contribution, give
special privileges to them, or example, for most of the
briefings, these papers acre invited and they then have some
news which is shared by a few papers only.
c) Because of its established status, most of the public or
private agencies will order a copy and put it in their offices.
This ,therefore ,constitutes part of the circulation base.
d) As the papers have well-established traditions they hove
been granted the privilege' that advertisements published
in these papers carry legal validity; this helps the papers
at tract advert is ements.
e) Although the circulation is considerably lower than the
leading popular' papers, it is actually advantageous to the
papers since these newspapers issue six to seven sheets a
day; the price of newsprint costs more than the selling price
of each copy. If more copies are sold, they will incur
greater expenses. A smaller but steady circulation is
actually advantageous to these papers; so far as the
advertisements do not decline with the circulation.
f) Coming to the 'advertisements, they are actually the main support
that allow the papers to work against the market force. It
is strange that the advertisements do not decline with the
circulation. The trick is that the papers, because of their
long tradition, have developed into a paper with comprehensive
classified advertisements. The advert isements(such as, flats
sale, information about shipments and so forth) are fairly
dull. Readers ordinarily dislike seeing those advertisements
and therefore the popular papers which aim to attract great
audience with interesting news and advertisements refuse to
accept these dull and low-rate advertisements. On the
other hand, those established papers have become somewhat a
consumer magazine. Consumers who want to have a complete
list of information have to buy the papers and advertisers
who want to effectively get in touch with the special type
of consumers they aim at have also to advertise in these
papers. The pa,pers set a low advertisement rate for these
advertisements and are therefore even more attractive to the
advertisers.
As thetradition develops, these established papers have become
a magazine for consumers who are seeking for some dull but needed
advertisements. T}ie papers issue each day several sheets of paper most
of which are classified ads: news and commentary have become less
important when compared to the advertisement columns and readers buy
the paper more for ads than for news. This is why the paper without
improvement in their news standard can still make great profit each
year.
The tradition of classified advertisements has established and make
the papers immune from the pressure of advertisers and readers. (The
advertisers have to enter themselves into the comprehensive list because
their intended consumers are likely to check with these papers.) This
phenomenon, in the author's opinion, has theoretical importance.
We are talking about she control of advertisers and readers on newspapers.
In this case, the papers need not tailor much according to the fluctuating
taste of the readers but still make a profit. Perhaps, it is one of the
ways that a paper can attain its autonomy. However, the papers in Hong
Kong do not make use of this advantage to develop a special character
in improving their service to society. Rather, they use this advantage
as a shield to avoid the market force which pushes its performance moving
f orward.
6.4.2.3.2 Concentration of Ownership: Tendency and Problems
It is suggested that the Chinese language press may also be
improved through concentration of ownership. The tendency of concentra¬
tion is obvious in many Western cities. Concentrat ion leads to pooling
of resources which make newspapers financially secure, less vulnerable
to fluctuation of the advertisers' and the readers' tste, and thus
more independent. More resources can employ more and better journalists,
provide more training and refreshment courses to the personnel, install
more efficient equipment and thus offer better services to the public.
To discuss the problem of concentration, it is better to separate
the problem in terms of two questions:
a) Is there a tendency for newspapers to concentrate in
Kong Kbng?
b) Does concentration really help professionalization of the news¬
paper?
The answer! the first question is not clear( please refer to
table 8 and figure 2). The overall..trend indicates that the number of
Chinese newspapers is increasing although temporary setbacks appeared
Table 8: Number of Publications and Chinese Language
Newspapers in Hong Kong( 1951-1980)


















































































Total number of publications includes newspapers and magazines.
Some figures are missingfrornthe Annual Reports of Government 1
which are the data source of the table above.
( The table above is partly adapted from Lai-ping Mui, Reasons for the
Circulation Decline of the Kung Sheung Daily News, Undergraduate Paper
of the Department of Journalism and Communication (C.U.H.K.),1979.)
in 1969, 1970 and 1974. In the last two years( 1979 190), the number of
titles again-dropped and the last year's decrease was quite considerable
( 18 titles). Whether it is again a temporary setback .or some concent¬
ration has started is difficult to judge at present. However, the numbei
of titles will most likely remain high since the base figure is large
and there are- several' factors sustaining a large number of titles.
Pig 2: Number of Chinese_Language Newspapers in
















1966 196 1970 1972 197 1976 197 1980
( Figures are based on the Annual Reports published by the Government.
As. it has pointed out above, Kong Kong, a city of 5 million people,
has a surprisingly large number of newspapers. This is due to several
reasons:
a) Legally speaking, to start a newspaper is easy; a great number
of small papers specialise in racing news and sex articles can
maintain a profit although the individual paper has a small
circulation. This type of paper constitutes a large percentage
of local Chinese press.
b) Some established papers have established themselves into
something lire a consumer magazine which helps immunize the papers
from the market force of circulation.
c) A number of titles are supported by political parties or have
party background( Kuomintang or Communist Party) whose aim is less
to make a profit than to propagate their political outlook.
Therefore, even if the papers run at a loss, the papers still
survive.
d) Similarly, some proprietors run a newspaper not for making-
money. The proprietors earn money from other sources, such
as real estate but are willing to mai tain a newspaper at a
loss because being the publisher of a newspaper is somewhat
a prestige.
Because of these mechanisms counteracting market forces, the author
thinks that Hong Kong will still have a considerable number of Chinese
newspapers in the corning decade. However, this does net mean that pooling
of resources is not totally impossible. Actually, there are several
papers which have gained an increasing number of readers (while some papers'
circulation declines though they persist). With greater circulation and
more advertise .ents, the author findsthat pooling of resources is to certain
extent possible and may be now at work.
As regards the second question, the suggestion that concentration
of ownership helps professionalization is still a debatable question
in the literature of journalism. Concentration resources may raise
salary, improve quality of journalists and install better equipment.
But, on theother hand, concentration of papers may also bring forth some
undesirable effects:
a) Over-concentration may lead to an oligarchic situation.
The paper proprietors may arrive at a compromise of limited
competition. Without competition, the papers are not pushed
to improve and their performance cannot be checked by the
market force.
b) Small number of papers may not provide enough channels for
the expression of different opinion,for most papers set up
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a policy to selectively inform or interpret happenings in
society. Opinion of minority groups may not be reflected.
c) The existent papers are too large that no new paper ca enter
the market to compete with them. W' enever one enters, the
existing papers, with their strong financial background, will
drive the new paper into bankrupcy by some means. With the
absence of new challenging force, the papers are more unlikely
to improve.
d) As each paper shares a large sector of the population,
the newspaper has to cater to people of various
social strata or of different opinions. The paper is afraid
to irritate any sector of the audience (as the paper is so
large that the cost of maintenance is high, the paper cannot
afford a loss of small percentage of its audience) that all
types of news, opinions from different points of view
appear on the same paper which appears as a miscellaneous
dish without a special character, its strength of advocacy
on public affairs is weakened.
( Somebody may think this phenomenon is good for the paper
can serve as a public forum where opinions of all sorts
can be expressed or heard.)
( point d) may contradict somehow with point a), the difference
is that in the situation of d), the several large papers
do not arrive at some compromise of limited competition.
The scene of Japan's national newspaper is a good illustration
of situation portrayed by point d).)
e) The newspaper grows so strong that few competing news organ¬
izations can challenge them. Then, some journalists may-
manipulate their unchallengeable positions to feather their
own nests, threatening those groups who hold opinions different
from theirs or using the papers to attack people for their
own benefit.55
In short, over-concentration though advantageous, may still
bring forth some undesirable side-effects. Without check, the papers
may be stagnant and do not improve, catering for everybody's taste and
thus losing its special character; or, the journalist is so powerful
that he can manipulate the newspaper as a weapon against public welfare.
Whether or not concentration of ownership in local Chinese papers helps
professionals at ion is still debatable.
Before closing the chapter, let us recapitulate Din main themes
of this part. This chapter is relatively long since autonomy is an
essential component of a profession and that it is always strived for
in the field of newspaper occupation. It is found that throughout the
working process of a journalist, pressures from various sources come
to restrict his autonomy that he may not do his work p-operly, according
to the prescriptive ideals of the journalistic profession. Restraints come
from news source srom newspaper organizations and from advertisers•
and readers. Compared with other professions, the degree of autonomy
of the newspaper occupation is relatively low and this directly challenges
the full professional status of the newspaper occupation.
»
CHAPTER SEVEN
SERVICE IDEAL AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY
The ideal of service is another indispensable component of a
profession. A professional is honoured more due to his service ideal
than to his superior knowledge. It is important in both the positive
and the negative senses. In the positive sense, the professional
motivated' to serve people will try his best to accomplish the important
social functions assigned to them, and sometimes the professional may
have to expose himself to threats and. even dangers if he is to live up
the highest ideal of that profession: the lawyer defending the unpopular
client, the military man sacrificing his life. In the negative sense, the
internalization of the service ideal may help check the professional
from taking advantage of his superior knowledge and autonomy to
harm the client for his own benefits,
Viewing the newspaper occupation, the ideal of service is
no less important, The journalist is given the important social
functions to inform, to interpret, to educate and to entertain.
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Among these four functions, the first two—- to inform and to interpret
— particularly need motivation from the service ideal as journalists
sometimes have to confront danger( warfare, political oppression,
bribery and so on) in order to explore news or to make courageous
criticisms which are important to public welfare.
In the following discussion of the service ide~l, we shall touch
upon three aspects:
a. To ascertain if the ideal of service is engrave in the
journalist's mind by investigating his motivation for
entering this occupation.
b. To find if the newspaper occupation has a code of pro¬
fessional ethics which is commonly accepted by the practitioners
belonging to this occupation.
c. To investigate if a strong and cohesive professional
community exists to enforce the code of professional
ethics.
7-1 Motivation of Newspaper Journalists
A professional is characterized by his motivation to serve
society and his reluctance te leave his profession for increased
monetary reward. The survey done by Johnstone et al. in America
showed that public service was the most important motivator for
journalists' taking the newspaper occupation:
Table 9 Importance that Newspaper Journalists in
U.S. Assign to Different Job Aspects













Where 2= very important;
1= fairly important;
0= not very important.
N- 3194
( Adapted from Johnstone et al., The News People (1978),
p.229.)
However, a diametrically different picture was revealed in the
case of British journalists. The journalists were asked, with
an open-ended question why they had chosen journalism as a
career:
Table 9a: Why British Journalists Choose Journalism as Career
Answers to the open-ended question Per cent
non-routine, non-conventiona
sociable occupation













( Prom Oliver Boyd-Barrett, Journalism Recruitment and
Training: Problems in Prof ess ional izat ion in J. Tunstall (ed.),
Media Sociology, University of Illinois Press, 1970, p.196,)
Only 1% of the respondents consider public service the most
important motivator. The great contrast may be partly due to the different-
fashions that the questions were asked( in the survey in Britain, it was
an open-ended question and one answer instead of several was required
whereas the survey in America, journalists were provided with items to
which they assigned degree of importance). However, the answers shown
in the British survey lead people mo question if service ideal is indeed
widely,held by newspaper journalists.
In h0ng Kong, author cannot find any similar survey on
the investigation of journalists' motivation in local Chinese press.
The general impression is that though public service is one of the
goals in taking this occupation, other factors seem to be more important.
Several categories of people in the Chinese language newspaper are
hypothetically classified according to their motivations:
a. Self-educational group: those who want to work in the newspaper to
absorb more life experience; this group of people will not stay long
in the newspaper to serve the public.
b. Bridging occupation: quite a number of entrants see the newspaper
occuaption as a stepping stone for jumping to other occupations,
such as, information officers in governmental departments, public
relations personnel of large private agencies, and so forth.
c. Initially motivated for public service but find that the Chinese
language press is no arena for realising ideals or that the salary
is intolerably low and eventually leave the newspaper.
d. Similar to category c but this group of people cannot find better
alternatives because of their academic qualification( college
degrees not recognised locally) and'therefore stay on, making a
living and simulbaneously do some service to the public.
e. Those who treat the occupation as merely an ordinary job: pay effort
and earn salary. If not too demanding, the job can be quite comfort¬
able because the allocation of time is sometimes quite flexible and
the degree of autonomy is higher than that of other non- professional
occuaptions.
f. Those with high academic qualifications and better job alternatives
( in ternv; of salary and prospect) insist on staying in the newspaper
to serve society instead of earning a higner salary yet doing nothing
particularly contributive outside.
( It is speculated that not many working journalists belong to this
group.)
The gloomy picture portrayed above is not totally due to a
deficiency of people who have a service ideal;a more important factor
is that the working conditions( including salary, opportunites of self-
realisation and work morale) are generally low in the local Chinese
press. This point will be discussed in greater details in the chapter
Social Rewards and Job Satisfaction.
The author has no intention to state that all newspaper
journalists do not have service ideal. Instead, we often hear of
journalists who are imprisoned or disappeared when they want to
carry out their journalistic duty. As it has been quoted, the Amnesty
International in 1976 issued a list of 67 journalists in jail for
political reasons or who have disappeared in 17 countries around
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the world. However, survey findings show that this type of person does
not constitute a great percentage of the journalists and this inevitably make
people doubt if the service ideal is really prevalent in the newspaper
occupation. If auciety is not convinced that a service ideal is followed
to a conslerable extent, the professional status of the newspaper
occupation is quite questionable.
7.2 The Problem of Code of Professional Ethics
Another characterizing feature of a profession is the
existence of a code of professif nal ethics which is generally accepted.
Does the newspaper occupation possess this characterizing feature?
7.2.1 A Summary of the Code of Prnfessinna1 Ethics
The American Society of Newspaper Editors has set up a body of
ethical codes. Taking it as an example, we summarise the codes as
1 rT.in.
a) Responsibility
the right of a newspaper to attract and hold readers is
restricted by nothing but considerations of public
welfare. A journalist who uses his power for any
selfish or otherwise unworthy purpose is faithless to a
hivh trust.
b) Freedom of the Press
it is an unquestionable right to discuss whatever is not
explicitly forbidden by law, including the wisdom of
3nv rsstrintivs statute.
c) Independence
freedom from all obligations except that of fidelity to
the public interest is vital. Promotion of any private
interest contrary to the general welfare and partisanship
in editorial comment is against the principle of the profession
d) Sincerity, Truthfulness and Accuracy
good faith with the reader is the fundamental principle and the
reports is not excused for lack of thoroughness or
accuracy within his control, or failure to obtain
command of these essential qualities
e) Impartiality and Pair Play
facts and opinion should be separated. A newspaper should
not publish unofficial charges affecting reputation or
moral character without opportunity given to the
accused to be heard
f) Decency
A newspaper cannot escape conviction of insincerity
if it supplies incentives for base conduct, such as
are to be found in details of crime and vice,
publication of which is not demonstrably for the general
good.
( The codes simplified above may deviate a bit from the original
version by the American Society of Newspaper Editors.57 The code
is selectively presented, for simplicity.)
Although a set of professional codes has been sec up, not
all people in the newspaper occupation agree with this code.
First of all, the communist countries will denounce that
the codes are deliberately set up to protect the vested interest of
the dominant class. In their minds, freedom of press and independence
are superfluous since their countries are classless and the state
represents the interest of the entire nation( proletariat is, of
course, the master). The role of the newspaper is therefore to
contribute to the success and continuance of the socialist system,
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and especially to the dictatorship of the party. The request
for press freedom stems from the contamination of socialist thoughts
by the ideological pollutants fromthe bourgeois.
Secondly, even on the homeland of Western democracy, the
same set of ethical codes are not unanimously agreed upon. In the
literature of journalism two professional models are often discussed:
the Gatekeeper ar.d the Advocacy.
7.2.2. Gatekeeper vs. Advocacy
The gatekeeper orientation emphasized
the aspirations of searching for objectivity
and the sharp separation between reporting fact
and disseminating opinion and commentary.
The gatekeeper model of journalistic
professionalism was called into question by
certain working journalists. They recommended
by replacing the scientific method by a conception
of the journalist as critic and interpreter....
A number of outspoken academic social scientists
become doubtful of their ability to be objective
and claimed that the search for objective
reality led to a retreat from personal and
political responsibility. Some working journalists
also proclaimed that objectivity in reporting
was impossible or at least doubtful and that the
task of the journalist was to represent the
viewpoints and interests of competing groups,
especially those of excluded and
underprivileged groups. 59
The two models in fact divide working journalists into
different camps:
Table 10: Professional Orientations of News People
in U.S.A.
Professional Orientations Percentage














( Adopted from Johnstone et al. News People P.232)
7.2,3. The Hong Kong Case
In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Journalists' Association
(hkja) has also formulated a code of professional ethics for
journalists, the basic principles of which are not very different
from those of the American Society of Newspaper Editors summarised
above. As not many journalists of the Chinese language press Have joined
the Association, many reporters of the Chinese press do not
know clearly what the codes are. It is speculated that those
journalists who are identified with the local papers supported by the
Kuomintang or Communist Party incline to conform with the conceptions
that the role of newpaper is more to serve the party than to
claim independence or objective reporting. Some other reporters may
value objectivity or the gatekeeper but the advocacy model has
also supporters. Again, many a working journalists are not
conscious of what professional orientation they are taking;
they do work and earn a living, without reflecting much on what
the professional orientation of journalism should be. However, it
must be confessed that the above speculations are not based on
empirical researches but are simply general impression of the
author. What the reality is exactly like has to rely on future
researches.
7.3 Professional Community
Even if there is a commonly agreed set of professional
ethics, it still needs a strong, cohesive professional community
to enforce the codes. In the following, we shall discuss two types
of enforcement agencies in the field of journalism: the association
formed by the journalists and the press council.
7.3.1. ffong Kong Journalists1 Associations
In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Journalists' Association
(HKJA) seeks to raise professional standards by pressing for
better training, pay and conditions in journalism as well as
counselling its members in the event of disputes with employers.
However, members of the association are mostly those of the English
language newspapers, radio and television and one or more
Chinese language papers (e.g. The Oriental Daily News). Recently members of th
association have been actively working to prepare some training courses
for journalists, especially those new recruits who are not familiar
with the basic skills or complicated social situation in Hong Kong»
It is hoped that the training courses may help improve the standard
of performance of the journalists which, in turn, may help
journalists ask for higher salary and better working conditions
in their papers. The plan is still in its nascent stage and it
is found that the experienced journalists in the Chinese language
press who are supposed to share their experience with new recruits
are not very enthusiastic about the plan. Journalists of the
English papers can be instructors; however, their experience may
not be directly applicable to the Chinese papers the journalists
of which are more in need of help.
When the author asked some of the Chinese press reporters
why they did not join the Hong Kong Journalists' Association,
they replied that the annual fee of one hundred dollars was high
and that they did not see what special privilege they can receive
by joining the HKJA. It was said that for social gathering, they
would not join the association because many of the existing members
of the HKJA are expatriates and that reporters of the Chinese
papers( divided into the Hong Kong Island Group and the Kowloon
Group) d6 have occasional social•gatherings among themselves. It
can therefore be seen that HKJA still has a lot to do in order to
organise itself into a large and powerful association.
It seems that the formation of a strong association of
journalists has many difficulties in Hong Kong. It is partly due
to the very nature of the newspaper occupation. There is no
definite body of abstract knowledge and skills so that many people
of varying backgrounds may enter the field. Because of heterogeneity
of background social cohesion among the journalists and the
identification of individual journalists, to this occupation is
generally low without a definite set of criteria and procedures'
to evaluate the qualification of a journalist, move-ins and move-outs
are so frequent that formation of a cohesive professional association
is relatively difficult. Take the H.S.A. for instance. There are a
number of journalism organizations because of the First Amendment
protections there is no'single qualifying association in journalism.
At the most inclusive level, the honorary societies offer membership
to most practicing newsmen, and identification as a journalist is
usually a sufficient criterion for membership in these associations.
The picture of journalism emerges from this pattern is one of a
collection of diverse sements only loosely united under the label
of journalist. Each segment attempts to exercise some control
over its members, but there is little if any attempt to influence the
entire occupational group. And there are no national professional
organizations in journalism which attract members even as many as
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2 percent of the total manpower in the field.
7.3.2. Some Hypothetical Explanatiort for Low Membership of HKJA
Apart from the general obstacles inherent in the newspaper
occupation, there are in addition some factors peculiar in the
environment of Hong Kong that makes the work of HKJA even more
difficult. v Concerning this point, the author puts forward
the following possible explanations:
a. Living in a borrowed place on borrowed time, people in general
have relatively low social consciousness and the formation bf
unionization has always been weak in Hong Kong. Within this
general atmosphere, the Chinese language journalists behave
similarly;
b. As papers supported by- two contending Chinese governments have
strong influence in local newspapers, it is difficult for their
reporters to unite;
c. To those who have better job opportunities, they us£ the
newspaper occupation as a stepping stone. Without intention to
stay long, they are less likely to join into a striving force;
d. The prospect of winning work strikes is not high in Hong Kong Chinese press.
As papers can still'be issued as usual when all the reporters of
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that paper are on strike, the bargaining power of the journalist
association is expected to be limited. Proprietors can get news
from the Government Information Services and the Police Department
and share news with other newspapers which is sufficient for an
audience who has not great interest in public affairs.
7.3.3. The Press Council Proposed
To ensure that journalistsobey the ethical codes and the newspaper
follow the principles, Miss Vickie Barrett, the ex-chairwoman of the
HKJA once said in public that a press council similar to the one in
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Britain should be set up in Hong Kong. She cited some examples of
what she termed as the kind of unethical reporting which should go
before a press council if one exists. In one instance, a reporter of
a Chinese newspaper revealed the private life and details of a young
woman victim who was raped. She was photographed as she was carried
from the building on a stretcher. Another example was that some
Chinese newspapers broke an embargo coverage of one of the Focus
television programmes. Should a press council exist, it can consider
complaints about the conduct of the press or the conduct of persons
and organizations towards the press.
The Council, however, should be independent of the government
because there is the possibility that the government may make use
of this agency to control press freedom. It should also be independent
from the press; otherwise, the public will not trust that the Council
really considers the complaints and enforces sanctions 0n the press.
In the case of Britain, representatives on the Council are publishers,
trade unionists, members of professional associations and the legal
profession (that is, apart from press members there are lay members).
The ouncil does not have legal power to sanction any newspaper
(such as, suspens ion or fines) for the saloe of press freedom. The
only action the council can bring against a publication determined
to have acted unethically is theditor must publish the council's
criticism based on the complaint so that its reader may know the
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error of that paper.
Miss Vickie Barrett herself thought that even if such a
council was established in Hong Kong, it would not be effective as
the press members represented on the Council might be the proprietors
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who published a headline Meet horny girls in your area. Besides,
papers of different political identifications nuve difficulty in agreeing
on a set of criteria to judge what are against the journalistic
ethics. In fact, the effectiveness of a press council is not universally
confirmed. For example, in two Illinois cities a content study indicates that
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community press councils had little effect on the content of newspapers.
Even in Britain where the Press Council started comparatively early
in 1953, people have divided opinions about the effectiveness of the
Council. Supporters think that publicity and condemnation are the most
effective sanctions which can be used against journalists and working
journalists also say that they really do feel the Press Council is breaking
their necks. However, the critics of the Press Council think that
the sanction of publicised criticism is inadequate; only fines or suspensions
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would effectively control the conduct of journalists.
In summary, though the service leal is important to the newspaper
occupation, which has been assigned important social functions. A considerable
derable proportion of working journalists is not motivated by the
idea of public service. Besides, xhe ethical codes set up are not unanimously
accepted upon. And even if the codes were accepted, there still
lacks a strong professional body to enforce it. The phenomenon is part¬
ly due to the lack of an, exclusive arid superior core of knowledge
to evaluate members' qualifications that membership in one professional
community is therefore not mandatory. Consequently the professional
community cannot effectively ensure the professional standard of ixs
practitioners. Thus, the public cannot trust the journalists like
other professionals such as doctors and lawyers. The professional
status of the newspaper occupation is relatively weak.
CHAPTER EIGHT
SOCIAL REWARDS AND JOB SATISFACTION
8.1 Social Rewards as Both Result arid Cause of Professionals at ion
A well-established profession usually receives social rewards
in terms of prestige, income and influence higher than that of other
occupations. The professional is highly educated, monopolizing a body
of abstract knowledge and skills, motivated or controlled by service
ideal to fulfil important social functions. Their social rewards
therefore average higher than that of other occupations, From this
angle, high social reward can be seen as a consequence of professionali-
zation; conversely, it may also be a causal component in the professiona¬
lizing process. To improve the professional standard of an occupation,
it is necessary to raise the quality of new recruits. By restricting
the number of entrants and therefore the supply of professionals to society,
the service of the professional becomes more valuable; through the
demand and supply market, each qualified professional receives higher
social rewards. Apparently, controlling the number of entrants is
against the interest of society; on second thoughts, raised social
rewards help attract competent persons to enter this functionally
important profession, which means that the crucial social functions
can be better served (leaving those occupations which are comparatively less
important to be filled up by less competent people). Besides, high
prestige, income, and influence make the practitioners satisfied with
his working conditions and stay in the profession as a life career.
In this way, job mobility being low, investment cost for training a
professional will not be wasted and their practical experience can be
effectively accumulated to improve future service. Viewing from this
angle, high social rewards can also be treated as a causal component of
professionalization. It should, however, be noted that a profession
attracts competent recruits not only by social rewards but also by the
better working conditions attached to the working process high
autonomy, opportunities of creativity and self-expression, realization
of service ideal, warm relationship among colleagues and so forth.
These working conditions, with the social rewards in terms of income,
prestige and influence, constitute the job satisfaction of a profession.
8.2 Items of Desired Job Satisfaction of Newsoaner Journalists
In the newspaper occupation, the items of job satisfaction can
usually be differentiated into large categories: professional items and
non-orofessional items:—
Table 11: Items of Desired Job Satisfaction and
their Relative Importance among U.S. Newsmen
Professional Items
Percent of U.S. Newsmen
indicating
Extremely Important
Full use of abilities and training
Opportunity for originality and initiative
Opportunity learn new skills and knowledge
Getting ahead in professional career
Having a job that is valuable and essential to
the community
Working for newspaper respected by other journalists
Respect for ability and competence of co-workers
Opportunity to have influence on the public's thinking
Freedom from continual, close supervision over work












Percent of LPS. Newsmen
indicating pp
''Extrem©ly Import ant
An enjoyment of what's involved in doing the job
Availability of support; working with people who
will stand behind a man in a tough spot
Getting ahead in the organization
Salary, earning enough money for a good living
Security of the job in its being fairly permanent
Excitement and variety the job provides
Being with people who are congenial and easy to
work with
Having a prestigeful job in the organization
Having a job with prestige in the community












10A iob that does not disrupt family life
(Adapted from J. McLecd h P. Push, Professionalization of Latin American and
U. S. Journal ists- Journa 1 is_m Quarter 1 y( Autumn, 1969) ipoSo.)
The order of the items above may vary for journalists in other
countries. The U.S. journalists seem to value non-material reward3
more than salary. Creativity, new knowledge, initialiveness, service
to society and congeniality of colleague relationship3 seem to rank
higher than salary. However, it should be noted that though salary
of U.S. newsmen, though lower than that of other professionals, are
in general sufficiently high to maintain good living conditions as
quite a large percentage of the journalists are university graduates.
In the recent survey conducted by Johnstone et al., it is
surprising to find that the journalists in U.S.A. are generally very
or fairly satisfied with their jobs, more than the average of the
labour force as a whole:
Table 12: Job Satisfact ion among U.S. Journal is ts (1971)
Compared witn U.S. Labour Force as a Whole (1962)















(Adapted from Johnstone et a., News People, p.233.)
Turning back to local Chinese newspapers, the journalists are
in general dissatisfied with their jobs. In the following are a series
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of tables about their job satisfaction:
Table 13: Social Status As Perceived by.Reporters

















( Source: Joseph Man Chan, Journalistic Paradigms or Protest, 1931.)
Table 14: Possibility of Realization of deal Perceived


















(Source: Joseph Nan Chan, Journal1stic Paradigms on Frotest, 1981.)
Table 15: Satisfaction of Salary of Reporters
in Hong Kong Chinese Newsoaoer














(Source: Joseph Van Chan, Journalistic Faradigms on Protest, 1981.)
Table 16: Relationship between Colleagues Perceived
bv Reporters in Hong Kong Chinese Newspaper















(Source: Joseph Man Chan, Jcurralistic Paradigms on Protest,lOoi.)
Table 17 s Relationship with Superiors Perceived by
Reporters in Hong Kong Chinese Newspaper















(Source: Joseph Man Char, Journalistic Paradigms on Pretest,I96I.)
The survey covers only the items mentioned above, other aspects of
job satisfaction are not known. Moreover, we do not have information
about job satisfaction of the whole labour force for comparison.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the majority of journalists working
in the Chinese language newspapers is not satisfied with the salary,
social status, opportunity for realization of ideals. Rather
the relationship among colleagues and superiors is generally felt to be
satisfactory. In the same survey, there was an open-ended question
asking the reporters what they thought was the most serious problem
in Hong Kong journalism. It was surprising that one answer appeared
most frequently: low salary. Is the salary of the journalists really
low? Table 18 lists the salary structure of several large Chinese
language newspapers in Hong Kong. It should.., however, be noted
that the figure which were obtained through discussion of several
reporters working in different Chinese newspapers had not been
verified. However, deviation from reality would not be great. As
a reference for comparison, we have also listed the salaries of
reporters of an English newspaper, executive officer II's, teachers
of a public secondary school and teachers of a private school. The
latter jobs are usually opened to the university graduate. And it
can be seen that the salary of the journalist is only about half of the
other positions. This is indeed a great difference. Besides, the
status of news reporters is not high when compared to their counterparts in
America. It may partly be due to the relatively low interest of
the public in public affairs and partly to the dissatisfactory
performance of the Chinese newspapers in general. The opportunity of
securing prestige is further weakened since few Chinese newspapers
adopt the by-line system and journalists' good work may not add much
to their status.
Table 18: Reporters' Salary in Some of the Large Chinese Language Newspapers in H.K.




















Sing Tao Jih Pao
Wah Kiu Yat Po
Wen Wei Po
Hong Kong Commercial Daily
Express
Ching Pao Daily
Sing Po Daily News
Oriental Daily News
Kung Sheung Daily News
Central Daily News
Ming Pao Daily News



































































































The figures are subject to verification.
2,600(roughly) ( Table adapted from Sin Leung, How much do you know about the salary of
reporters? New Hong Kong Monthly Magazine (Hong Kong) no.1,1981,pp.21-4)
8.5 Consequences of Low Job Satisfaction
The results of the relatively low job satisfaction in the local
Chinese newspapers are far-reaching:
8.5.1. Few University Graduated En-ter
University graduates whose academic qualifications enable them
to approach jobs with much higher pay are less likely to enter the
Chinese newspapers. It includes those majoring in Journalism whose
training is somewhat wasted. If professionalization of journalism is indi¬
cated bythe intake of more graduate journalists, then the present
low salary will affect this motor of professionalization.
8.5.2. Ujgh Job Mobility and Difficulty in Accumulation of Experience
On This topic, discussion may be divided into several
rants:
a) Some people enter this occupation to enhance their life experience
but they do not think the newspaper occupation is worth to be a life
career at the very beginning.
b) Some college graduates treat the occupation as a stepping stone
to jump to other positions such as, the government information
officer, personnel of public relations department of private
companies.
c) Those who originally want to enter the newspaper occupation to
realize service ideal soon find that their wishes may not be
readily achievable through the Chinese language newspaper and
therefore leave.
d) The greater the chance of leaving for some better job opportunities
(especially in terms of salary and prospect), the more likely
journalists leave (see table in page34.).
e) Staying for more than three years is considered long in
Chinese newspapers. Many competent journalists leave and when new
recruits enter they do not have sufficient experienced predecessors
to guide them. Soon after the new recruits enter, because of the
lack of experienced journalists, they are assigned to important
news, with little instruction and guidance. The new recruits have
to learn by themselves through trial and error and thus waste
time. Moreover important news designed to an inexperienced journalist
may not be good to public welfare. When these recruits start
mastering the techniques, like their predecessors they leave the
occupation and again experience cannot be accumulated for the
future recruits.
8.5•3• Low Morale and Superficial Reporting
Some journalists stay in the newspaper because their academic
qualification restricts other job opportunities (college degrees
being not recognized in Hong Kong). -t is said that after three
years if the reporter has not left the newspaper he will likely
stay on. It is partly because his working experience may not be
helpful for him to seek other types of work and partly because the reporter
has got accustomed to the relatively free work style and the odd work
hours(sleeping late and waking up late). If for the sake of salary,
they may do more than one job working for one evening and one morning
newspapers at the same time. In this way, the morale of those who
stay in the occupation is relatively low and taking more than one jot
increasesjtheir work load and therefore indepth reporting is unlikely.
8.5.4. 'Tea Money'
Because of low income, a few of the reporters receive 'tea
money' for reporting some news which news source wants him to report
or play up. Although this phenomenon is gradually passing away, it
can still be seen especially among the reporters who are responsible
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for reporting news in the entertainment circles.
8.5.5. Reporters of Low Educational evel
The low salary attracts some secondary school students. To
them, other occupations offer roughly the same amount yet the
newspaper is more flexible and allows greater chances of self-
expression. Newspaper professionalization is however pulled
backward because of intake of secondary school students rather
than university graduates. Indepth reporting requires a general
background of humanities and social science knowledge ana a critical
mind- It is college education that provides this kind of training.
(For data about employment of secondary school students in Chinese
Newspapers, please refer to table 18 in page 9).
8.6 Why Chinese Language Newspapers Offer ow Salary in General
It may be asked why salary is low in Chines language
newspapers. Some' may reply bhat there are too many newspapers
in Hong Kong. Resources shared by so large a number of papers and
added with keen competition make Chinese newspapers unable to afford
high pay. According to some reporters interviewed, there are really some
papers which ran at a loss. To tackle the problem, concentration of
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ownership is suggested. We have discussed in the chapter on autonomy
if there is a concentration tendency in Hong Kong and if concentration
really helps professionalization of journalism (6.42.3.2. Concentration
of Ownership: tendency and problems). It will not be repeated here.
However, not all the Chinese papers are -unable to afford higher
pay; some of them make a large profit each yearTet the salary the
papers offer is relatively low. Why do the papersmaintain a low salary-
then? The papers see that the readersin Hong Kong are not particularly
interested in public affairs and that simple reporting is sufficient to
meet their demand, indepth reporting that requires personnel with high
educational background being unnecessary. As they do not demand high
quality recruits, the over-abundant supply of labour (secondary school
graduates, college studentswueose degrees: are not recognized locally, those who
enter to increase knowledge and self-experience, those who stay but are
taking more than one jobs at the same time) enable the proprietors to give
low pay. However, as the younger generation in Hong Kong pay more
attention to public affairs, superficial reporting will be insufficient.
Some papers are sensitive enough to see this trend, they take the initiative tc
increase the salary so as to attract competent recruits. Consequently
their comparatively good reportorial work wins them an increasing
circulation. Whether or not this market force of competition of circula¬
tion is strong enough to push the other Chinese language papers to follow
suit is an empirical question. (We have somewhat mentioned this point
in the chapter of 'Autonomy: 6.4.2.3 Immunity from headers' Control).
As most of the working journalists say, the chief obstacle to the
improvement of the standard of hinese newspapers (or vaguely the
prcfessionalization of Chinese Papers) surrounds the problem of
comparatively low salary in the local Chinese press. Should salary
remain low, we cannot expect much improvement.
CHAPTER NINE
summary and conclusion
Instead of following the laymen's conception of professionalization—
improvement of standard of performance or specialization and
refinement of a specific task- this paper has adopted a stricter definition
of the term. Among the list of characteristics commonly found in the
established professions (such as medicine, the-clergy, law and
so forth) six components, in the author's opinion are most essential.
They are: fulfilment of important functions, a body of abstract know¬
ledge and skills, service ideals, control from professional community,
autonomy and relatively high social rewards. Instead of plainly listing
the six components, their interrelationships have also been discussed,
with the six components stratified into three orders.


















Out of this ideal model, we project an image of newspaper
occupation which is fully professionalized and investigate to what-
extent this model is realized in the Chinese language newspapers in
Hong Kong. Because of the restriction of data available and limited
space, under each component, we have concentrated on some aspects
instead of presenting all the relevant material.
9.1 Summary of the Six Professional Components as Regards the Case
of the Hong Kong Chinese Newspapers
9.1.1. Fulfilment of Important Functions
Apart from the general functions assigned to the newspaper, the
local Chinese language press carries a especial mission because of the
particular circumstances of Hong Kong. In practice, nevertheless,
these functions are not satisfactorily accomplished and quite a number of
criticisms are often levelled at the performance of the Chinese press
in general: inadequacy of newsgathering, superficiality, sensational
and biased treatment of news.
9.1.2. A Basic Body of Abstract Knowledge and Skills
One of the common explanations of the unsatisfactory performance
is the relatively low educational level and lack of specialized
journalistic training of the newsmen. But when we turn to the local
colleges, the field of journalism has established for quite a, number
of years. In other words, there is a supply of competent personnel;
the problem instead surrounds the fact that the competent personnel is
not well utilized. The larger and better opportunities available to
a college student, the less likely will he be. enter the Chinese press, and
if he d_oes enter, the shorter period of time he will stay in the news-
paper. To improve the standard of local reporters, a three-year
apprentice scheme is proposed. However, it is suspected that if the
salary of the reporters in general maintains at the present level,
the scheme may instead help provide a supply of cheap labour to the
proprietors who will then be more reluctant to increase the salary
so as to attract graduate journalists.
The controversy about what journalism education should contain
and in which form it should be conducted (apprenticeship or university
education) and if it is necessary to major in Journalism somehow reveals
one of the basic problems of the newspaper occupation: there is not a
definite and exclusive body of abstract knowledge and skills monopolized
by Journalism which requires long time of learning and is difficult to
be mastered on one's own. Therefore there exists no definite set of
criteria or procedures to evaluate the potentials or qualification of
a new recruit.
9.1.3. Service Ideal and Control from Professional Community
Absence of a definite body of knowledge and skills makes it
difficult to control the entry of new recruits. People of secondary
or university education, from heterogeneous background.s, with different
job experiences, come in and out of the newspaper occupation. The
qualification of being a member of a journalist association is simply
the identification as a journalist (working in a newspaper). Weakness
in control of membership results in a loose, not encompassing, and
therefore weak professional community.
The Hong Kong Journalists' Association is faced with' similar
problems. Furthermore, few working journalists of the Chinese language
newspapers think that joining the association will bring them much
benefit. In a social environment that trade unionism is weak; the
path of HKJA is full of obstacles. Besides the journalists' association, the
idea of a press council is also suggested. However, it is expected
that even if such a council were established locally at present, it would
not be effective. Being assigned some important functions and possessing
an influential instrument, the newspaper indeed needs some ethical codes
to encourage and control its practitioners. But the ethical codes
set up by some journalists' associations are not unanimously agreed
upon by the working journalists (those who work for party newspapers
and those who believe in the participant or advocacy model of the profession).
A controversial set of codes, enforced by a weak, incomplete
professional community is not effective enough to ensure the behaviour of its
practitioners. As the ideal of service is not ensured, the professional
status of the newspaper occupation is comparatively weak.
9.1.4. Autonomy and Restriction from Various Sources
While there exists no strong professional community to encourage
the journalists' conforming to the ethical norms, pressures from various
sources come to restrain or tempt the journalists from doing their work
according to the professional prescriptions. Control from new sources,
from newspaper organizations and from advertisers and reader considerably
reducesjournalists' autonomy, a privilege essential to a profession.
Special emphasis has been made on the influence of readers and newspaper
proprietors on reportorial work. As some of the Chinese newspapers are-
supported by Chinese governments (proprietors), their journalistic work
is much tailored to the interest of their political parties. On the
other hand, some proprietors run the newspaper like other businesses,
they cater to the taste of readers who again are interested more in
entertainment than in public affairs partly because of the stage of
development of the city and party because of the fact that Hong Kong is
a borrowed place in borrowed time with a population composed of refugees
from China who are more interested in making a living than in happenings
of Hong Kong society. As focus of the readers' interest is less on
report orial and interpretative work, the proprietors are slow to improve
the salary of the reporters or to upgrade the journalistic standard.
Autonomy subject to control from people not belonging to the profession
thus jeopardizes the proper functioning of journalistic duty and the
professional status of the newspaper occupation is again weakened.
9.1.5. Social Rewards and Job Satisfaction
For securing relatively high prestige, income and influence, a
profession has to convince society that it fulfils important social
functions, with a superior body of abstract knowledge and skills
monopolized by practitioners of this profession on the one hand and
that the professionals accept and also follow a set of service ideals
supervised- by the professional community on the other. As the
1
newspaper occupation does not monopolize a superior body of knowledge,
it cannot control the entry of new recruits and the ideals of service
are constantly threatened by pressures from various sources while the
professional community is not strong enough to act as a balancing
force. Consequently, the important social functions are not always
satisfactorily accomplished and the newspaper journalists do not have
the same professional status as other professions. The prestige and
income of journalists is therefore generally lower +han that of other profess¬
ionals. Howeveywhen compared with other non-professional occupations,
journalists still gain tetter prestige in people's mind In Hong Kong,
however, the income and prestige of journalists is not higher than the
average of other occupations and sometimes it is even lower. Because
of low social rewards, Chinese language newspapers drive many competent
personnel away, mobility is high and work morale is relatively low.
This phenomenon has formed a vicious, cycle that becomes one of the
chief obstacles for the improvement of performance of Chinese language
newspapers.
9.2 Possibilities of Improvement
There are several suggestions that the local Chinese newspapers
can be improved:
a) To increase governmental control (e.g. on newspaper emphasizing sex and
racing news), setting stricter requirements for registration of
newspapers or establishing some government-supported press council
to invigilate the performance of the newspapers. As the
Government ±3 colonial in nature, more intervention may
arouse suspicion and resentment from the general public which
the government does not want to see. More likely the Government
will encourage indirectly the attempt of improvement by other
agencies, such as, providing more convenience to the Hong Kong
Journalists' Association.
b) Through concentration of newspapers' ownership to pool the resources
together partly to reduce the control from advertisers and readers and
party to increase the salary of journalists, providing them with
better training andjrefreshment courses, setting up a by-line system
and rewarding of outstanding journalists.
This measure may be effective. But under lenient requirements of
registration, such a concentration tendency will be unlikely to occur;
small newspapers specializing in reporting racing news and printing
sex articles will persist. Secondly, concentration of ownership
may reduce competition and other problems may arise; its contribution to
professionalization is still debatable.
c) By the effort of Hong Kong Journalists' Association. It is
expected that as the younger generation is more concerned with
local affairs, more and more journalists will join the HKJA. However,
back to the nature of the newspaper occupation, heterogeneity of
background, absence of definite criteria and procedures to evaluate
the qualification of journalists will limit the cohesiveness of this
association. Some improvement can beexpected through the effort of the
HKJA. However, like its counterparts in U.S., it may not be able to
form a professional community, such as, the Barrister Association.
d) Through the increase of readers' demand and the internal competition
of newspapers. In the author's opinion, this is the most promising
means for the improvement of the local newspaper and this
mechanism has seemingly started. As the population has a greater
percentage of local birth and comes under the influence of western values,
the young generation will have more interest in and concern for
local affairs. The increasingly complex society demand indepth
analytical reporting to help the young generation understand their
surrounding. Some newspapers who are sensitive to this change have
taken the initiative to raise the salary of their journalists in order
to attract more competent personnel. The efforts lave won them
increasing circulation.
This market force may drive some low quality newspapers out of busi-
ness and somewhat push the other newspapers to improve their
performance. It is hoped that through the internal competition
the standard of the local Chinese language newspapers may be raised.
9.3 Limitations of the Newspaper Occupation as a Full-fledged Profession
Nevertheless, improvement of Standard is not equated to profession™
lization, according to the definition we adopt in this thesis. It is
undeniable that the local Chinese newspapers still have a considerable
way to go to catch up the standard of the large newspapers in the
Western countries. Even if they have developed to the standard of
the Western newspapers, the newspaper occupation still cannot claim
the same professional status as that of the physician, the lawyer, and
the accountant. It is because inside the very structure of the newspaper
occupation, there are characteristics that make the six essential
components of profession not fully achievable. Among them, in the
author's opinion, the restricted autonomy and lack of a definite and
exclusive body of abstract knowledge and skills are the main factors.
It may even be questioned if the newspaper occupation can possibly
affairs the same professional status as that of physicians at all. To
illustrate the problem of professionalization of the newspaper occupation,
another hypothetical model is put forward as a conclusion of this thesis.
Fig. 3: The Problem of Professionalization
of Newsnaner Occnnatinn
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1. In reviewing some literature on the problem of professionalization in
journalism, it is found that most writers just list the various
characteristics of a profession and seldom discuss the interrelation¬
ships between the characteristics. Perhaps, the writers think that
the task has been fairly well done by some sociologists who specialise
in the study of occupations. The author, however thinksthat it is
important to discuss the relationships between the characteristics;
but doing so, some of the central problems of professionalization may
be highlighted.
2. The model of profession is adapted from William J. Goode, The Limits
of Professionalization in Amitai Etizioni (ed.), The Semi-professions
and Their Organizations (N.Y.: Free Press), 1969, pp.266-313.
3. On the problem of calculatability of functional importance, Melvin
M. Tumin has some critical remarks. See his article Some Principles
of Stratification: A Critical Analysis ASP, lS: 38'7—93.
4. Goode, op. cit., p.278.
5. Harold Wilensky, The Professionalization of Everyone? in American
Journal of Sociology, 70 (September, 1964), p.149
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1980, pp.36-8.
15 The idea that political parties' influence declines while the force
of commercialization increases in the local Chinese language newspaper
is inspired by Joseph, Man Chan, a graduate student of the Department
of Journalism and Communication.
16. Charles R. Wright, Mass Communication: A Sociological Perspective
(N.Y.: Random House), 1985? p.16.
17. Final Report from the Royal Commission on the Press (London:Constable),
1971.0.8.
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23. Ibid.
24. See Joseph Man Chan, Journalistic Paradigms on Protest: TPie Case of
Jubilee School Affair in Hongkong{ master thesis, Department of
Journalism and Communication, Chinese University of Hong Kong), 1981.
25. Jeremy Tunstall, Journalists at Work (London: Constable),1971p. 73.
26. John W.C. Johnstone et. al., The News People (Urbana: University of
Illinois Press),1976, p. 99.
27. Timothy L.M. Yu, On the Evaluation and Projection of Journalists'
Training Wah Kiu Yat Po, Nov. 8, 1980, p.34.
28. A survey conducted by Joseph, Man Chan in early 1981, asking reporters
of some twenty Chinese and English language newspapers in Hong Kong.
In this tbiesis, data from the above survey are occasionally used
( those about the reporters of the English papers are excluded).
29. should be noted that journalists with college education constitute
only part of the total number of respondents.
30. To simplify the table, not all colleges are listed (overseas, Shue Yan).
31. The Problem of Journalism in Hong Kong op.cit.
32. Kuo-sing Chang fs comments on Journalism Education. See Sing Tao Jih Pao,
Nov. 8. 1980.p. 31.
33. Kuo-sing Chang, Philosophical Legacy and Journalism Education
in Germany Sing Tao Jih Pao, Jun 15, 1977.
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52. H.K. Hansard 1971-72( Hong Kong Government Documents), pp. 1038f.
53.Annual Report: Hong Kong 1981, op.cit.,p.224.
54. Siu-kai Lau, op.cit., p.38.
55. Kwok-hing Lee, Mass Communications Industry in Japan, JJCS,1979,p.10«
56.Japan Times, May 11, 1976.
57.John Hohenberg, The Professional Journalist,(N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart
Winston), second edition, 1969, pp.518-20.
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of Illinois Press, 1979,p.7.
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New Hong Kong Monthly Magazine( Hong Kong) no.l, 1981, pp.21-4.
63. South China Morning Post, Jan 29, I98O.
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65. South China Morning Post, Jan 29, I98O.
66. L.E. Atwood and Kenneth Starck, Effects of Community Press Councils:
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70. The Problem of Journalism in Hong Kong, op,cit.
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72. refer to chanter six, 6.4-2.3.2 Concentration of Ownership:
tendency and problems.
73, For example, Sing Tao Jih Pao makes a great profit each year:
During the year, Sing Tao's revenues from advertising and
circulation constituted an outstanding portion of our overall incomes.
These two items brought in$ 109,330,000 representing of our Group's
total revenue.
In the revenue picture of the Sing Tao newspapers, classified
advertising showed an especially encouraging trend. During the year,
classified advertising in both the Sing Tao Jih Pao and Wan Pao registered
a revenue growth of 42c although the advertising rate for classified was
only increased marginally. Sing Tao Newspapers Limited Annual Report
197980, p.6.
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APPENDIX





Area: 106C square kilometers.
Consisting of a chunk of Mainland bordering the
Chinese province of Kwangtung and 236 islands
(among which hong Kong and Lantao islands are
the largest and most important).
Physical proximity to China. Economic, political
and cultural influence from China is considerable.
Some 5 million, mostly urban.
2
Overall ensity: 4852km where the figure reaches
254-OOkrrr in the urban areas; one of the most
densely populated place in the world.
93% Chinese; the rest includes Uritish (22,200)
and people of many countries who temporally or
perman ent ly res ide here.
57born in Hong Kong. Most of the older generation
immigrated from China. The older generation is
highly politically apathetic. (Sense of belonging
of people in Hong Kong grows as the percentage of
local births in the entire population increases.)
Education; Illiteracy can still be commonly found
am0ng people above forty years old. However,
illiteracy is graduallv passing away for most»
0f the y011 nger ge.aeration receive education and
jnn 1 or se c ondary s cho 01 e du c at i on is now c ompu 1 s orp¬
in Hong Kong.
Unemployment rate is negligible. Almost the entire
population have sufficient to eat. Material con¬
ditions in general are much better than most of the
other developing countries, including China.
Chinese tradition with great influence from western
civilization. Urbanization is another important
changing factor to the Chinese culture.
Freedom of expression in the Colony allows co¬
existence of people holding differenx political
ideologies.
Living in a borrowed place on borrowed time, people
generally have shorter outlook.
Economy
Government
One of the four 'tigers' of economic development
in the Fax East (Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan
and South Korea.). One of the world's four top
gold markets.
Per capita Gross Domestic Product amounts to
17574 H.K. dollars.
Income largely from manufacturing industry and
entreport trade. The city has grown to be a strong
financial centre in the world.
Hong Kong brings a lot of economic advantages to
China: foreign exchange earnings, market for
Chinese products, a good entreport for marketing
Chinese goods to other countries, earnings from
local Chinese firms, introduction of commercial,
managerial an technological know-how to the
mainland.
Investors prefer short-term to long-term investment
as it is afraid that China will take over Hong Kong
in 1997.
The British colonial government maintains a policy
of limited intervention toward the local economy.
Hong Kong was acquired by Britain from China in
three stages, in 1842, i860 and 1898. The Hew
Territories and the Northern Kowloon was leased
for 99 years and is scheduled to return to China
in 1997 theoretically.
Under the British colonial reign, the government is
headed by a governor directly appointed by Britain.
The Legislative and Executive Councils are composed
of officials and appointed members, with no elected
representatives. The Urban Council has elected
members but its power is limited. Recently., the
government initiates a regional administration plan
whereas in each administrative region, there is a
district board which has elected members to suggest
ideas for local administration. However, the
ooard is mainly an advisory body with very limited
administrative power.
The public in general has been politically apathetic
and would like to see the status quo persist.
However, three riots have happened for the last three
decades. The riot in 1956 was a faction fight
between Kuomintang and Communist supporters and that
in 1968 was largely a spillover from the excesses
of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in
China. Only the riot in 1966 was the result of
local discontent with government policy,
concerning the increase of fare of the Star Ferry,
Since the seventies, more and more collective actions
are• seen and a number of pressure groups
established who voice their interest and comment
on governmental policies.
i
Before the seventies, government policies were
relatively ad-hoc and uncoordinated. The arrival
of Sir Murray MacLehose as the governor marked
a drastic change. Long-term planning is seen in the
areas of housing, medical service, social welfare
education and so forth.


